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City turns 
City support for a Kaleidoscope group 
house for the retarded abruptly 
changed to a negative position Sept. 
27. Supporters of the project 
suspect that the switch is due to 
irrational fear of retarded people, 
outdated prejudices against the 
Kaleidoscope social service 
organization, and wheeling and 
dealing among Bloomington politicos. 
In the spring, Kaleidoscope 
regional director Al Spear met 
with city staff members Ken Emmons 
and Dick Turley to outline the new 
project. 
Kaleidoscope's plan involves 
leasing a house at 907 N. East St. 
and making a home there for five 
or six retarded people. The group 
home would be a great improvement 
over the residents' present 
situations, and a great savings to 
Illinois taxpayers. 
Presently, two of the prospective 
residents are at an institution in 
Austin, Texas, at a cost of $118 a 
day each. One is at Meyer Zone 
Center, at a cost of $150 a day. 
Two more are now at Lincoln State 
School. 
The new Kaleidoscope program would 
give the people better care for 
$69 a day each. The total savings 
would be over $100,000 a year. The 
plan includes 24-hour, practically 
one-to-one ration staffing of the 
group home. Al Spear says, "We use 
staff where some institutions use 
bars· and locked rooms. 11 
Also more humane is the fact that 
the retarded people would be living 
close to their families, rather 
than in Texas, Lincoln, and Peoria. 
When Kaleidoscope presented this 
clearly superior plan to city 
staff in the spring, they received 
verbal approval. The city did 
tell Kaleidoscope that they should 
apply for a conditional-use permit 
from the city Planning and Zoning 
Commission, but acted as though 
this were no problem. 
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So Kaleidoscope officials 
enthusiastically went ahead with the 
plans and leased the 907 N. East 
house for five years. 
They were surprised and outraged by 
negative reports at the Zoning 
Commission hearing Sept. 27. The 
commission voted 2-2 on a motion 
by State Farm's Ethan Evans to 
� the conditional-use permit for 
the house. They'll vote again Oct. 
11. 
Kaleidoscope officials and 
Kaleidoscope lawyer Bob Lenz feel 
that much prejudice against and 
fear of retarded people influenced 
the commission. The commission is 
supposed to base its decision on 
legal grounds, not emotional ones. 
John Stipek, who owns the apartment 
house next door to 907 N. East, came 
to the meeting with a petition from 
the neighbors saying they didn't want 
the Kaleidoscope home near them. 
He had 35 signatures, but one wonders 
how he presented the issues to the 
people he asked to sign. His own 
attitudes toward retarded people (and 
Kaleidoscope) were clear at the 
meeting when he made �tatements like, 
"I'm sure the neighborhood will 
be deserted in a short time," 
(that is, if the g<oup home were 
established). He also said that he 
was afraid the retarded people would 
climb over a four-foot high fence at 
907 and come into the neighbor's 
yards. 
Most painful to Kaleidoscope workers 
and to many families of retarded 
people was Stipek's assertion that 
"If you love them (retarded children), 
you can't pay anyone enough to care 
for them properly." 
Kaleidoscope workers are only too 
aware of the agony a family feels 
when they find they haven't the money, 
free time, or skills to care for a 
retarded child themselves. 
Ken Emmons, who seemed to support the 
project last spring, read selected 
parts of a report from a meeting of 
city department heads. His presenta­
tion was clearly negative. One 
hindrance to Kaleidoscope's plan is 
the city's requirement of extreme 
code compliance for the house. The 
estimate for bringing the house up 
to code is $20,000. However, 
Kaleidoscope is willing to meet 
these requirements. 
In fact, Kaleidoscope has a history 
of making improvements on the 
houses they lease for group homes. 
Kaleidoscope has records showing 
that Kaleidoscope houses appreciate 
as fast as or faster than equivalent 
houses in the neighborhood. 
Kaleidoscope workers feel sure that 
some political pressure has been 
put on the city to cause such a 
change of heart. Some powerful 
people have prejudices against the 
Kaleidoscope organization and would 
try to hinder any of its efforts, 
however well-planned and beneficial. 
Others seem to be acting on emotional 
biases against the retarded. If 
these biases result in the end of 
Kaleidoscope's plan for a group 
home at 907 N. East St., a discrim­
ination suit against the City of 
Bloomington is certainly a possibility.• 
--Phoebe Caulfield 
Jlerna Avila, thank you 
"To everyone there is given the chance 
to touch the lives of others, to speak 
of life within and around. 
"To some there is given that special 
gift to do more than touch, but to 
warmly embrace others, to bring the 
excitement and joy of knowing that 
goodness that has been God-given to 
each individual, and to realize that 
the good is in concert with the gifts 
given to all. 
"Verna, you are such a bearer of Jife; 
you have given flesh to the life in 
so many people. I am only one you 
have so embraced. But I speak in the 
concert of all in saying thank you." • 
--Joe Kelly 
On September 14, a dear friend and 
former r esid ent of B loomingto n­
Normal, Ms. Verna Avila, died from 
internal injuries r e cei ved in an 
au tomobi le accident. She had moved 
to San Francisco in June of 1977, 
Verna was a Chinese-Filipina, forced 
from her homeland by the dictatorial 
policies of Ferdinand Marcos. While 
in the U.S., she worked hard against 
Marcos, and also supported American 
struggles, becoming involved in local 
issues and actions. 
Most especially, Verna was an artist. 
Her poetry brought life to our lives, 
her murals and drawings enlivened 
our-struggles. To life itself she 
brought art, living every moment 
joyously, discovering new and hidden 
excitement everywhere. 
�,,'l-1�'"'"' 
t 
Her loss takes something from all of 
us, but she has so enriched our lives 
that all of us have been changed and 
affected by her. We nve on now, not 
less, but richer, because of her 
gentle, loving, and truly revolution­
ary spirit.• 
Peace , 
MgM 
We are all hungry 
with a gnawing, unending pain, 
so deep we can't unburden, 
so familiar we grow numb, 
so near we can't run away 
so real we see it in everyone. 
It is the hunger of acceptance 
that deodorant soaps cannot relieve; 
It is the hunger for friendship 
that dim-lit bars cannot offer; 
It is the hunger for knowledge 
that our classrooms never contained; 
It is the hunger for love 
that no loan can buy; 
It is the hunger for excitement 
that no T.V. show can satisfy; 
It is the hunger for meaning 
that ou r rip-off, profit seeking, 
competitive, consumer society 
cannot give. 
What does it mean 
to feed the hungry? 
It is to be filled with a faith-vision 
that we can change ... 
Competition to cooperation, 
consumer to sharer, 
profit-seeking to love seeking. 
rip-off to giving? 
Is it to conquer our hunger 
with hope? 
Is it to put our 
faith in action? 
We are all hungry. • 
--Verna 
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Relationships 
Depression: How to Dig Yourself Out 
In the last 2 relationships articles, 
we talked about coping with being 
trapped in bad relationships. This 
one offers specific ideas about 
struggling against feeling depressed 
and guilty. 
Again, we're assuming that, for the 
time being at least, there's no way 
out of the relationship. And again 
a lot of our suggestions are 
especially geared towards women who 
have children and not very much money. 
Where it comes from 
One of the theories about where 
depression comes from is that 
depression is anger turned inward. 
a lot of our personal experie.nce 
supports that. 
There are days when everything goes 
wrong. You've got a bunch of work 
to do, first off, Then you find out 
that the pipes under the kitchen sink 
are leaking. One of the kids has a 
cold and seems determined to set a 
new world record fnr crying nonstop. 
Your partner is gr�uchy and unsympa­
thetic. Your income tax i:eturns come 
back and they're only for half the 
money you expected. You end up so 
depressed that if you had the time, 
you'd sit and stare at the wall for 
about a week. 
Some ongoing situations make it 
easier to get and stay depressed: 
moving to a new place; being poor; 
being unsure what decisions to make 
about your life; l:eing in a terrible 
relationship. 
In lots of situations where we could 
get really angry and scream and holler 
and pitch a fit, we turn it in on 
ourselves and get depressed instead. 
Lots of things make it likely that 
we'll get depressed instead of angry. 
We know that much of the time it's 
not going to change things if we get 
angry and blow up. We can be angry 
all we want but the car repair place 
still won't give us our money back 
for a job not well done, and so on. 
In fact, we're often worse off after 
showing our anger, whether it's to a 
cop giving us a ticket or a partner 
who won't talk to us. So we get 
depressed. 
Another thing that contributes to 
turning anger inward is guilt. We 
often think that if a marriage or 
friendship isn't going right, it's 
our fault. Women especially learn 
that we have responsibility for 
whether a relationship makes it or 
not. Is he alcoholic? The love of 
a good woman will set him straight. 
Does he beat his wife or girlfriend? 
She should be careful not to provoke 
him. 
Wor king on it 
So one step toward conquering 
depression is to put a lot of thought 
into identifying why things are the 
way they are. What are the partners' 
expectations of themselves and each 
other? A woman might believe that 
i:P she really loved her husband and 
children she would never get angry 
an� scream at them, never want any­
thing for herself, never complain. 
It might help for her to look at why 
she's dissatisfied. Is it some­
thing her husband or children do? Was 
the last time she was alone for more 
than five minutes three years ago 
when she was in the hospital over­
night? 
Even if we decide there's no way we 
can get ourselves out of a bad 
relationship or a depressing 
situation, it can help a lot to try 
to identify our feelings and where 
they're coming from. Feeling terrible 
about one's situation is bad enough; 
feeling terrible about on�'s self can 
be much, much worse. 
There are concrete things we can do 
to boost our self-image. If the way 
we see ourselves depends almost 
completely on a sexual relationship 
or marriage, and that relationship . 
is grim, it's past time to look else­
where for � healthy sense of self­
satisfaction. 
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For example, lots of l.>eople stop 
doing personally satisfying things 
after they're settled down. What make� 
you feel creative or useful? Can 
you draw or weave or fix cars or play 
the piano? Do it. Granted, o�e of 
the things wrong may be that you 
aren't uninterrupted for long enough 
to brush your teeth in the morning. 
But if there's anything you can do 
to get some time to do things that 
will improve the way you feel about 
yourself, it's more than worth it. 
Getting friendship and support from 
other people can also make a 
tremendous difference in fighting 
depression. I think that alienation 
and isolation are usually big parts 
of being depressed. Getting 
feedback and sympathy from someb\•dy 
who understands what you're talking 
about can be a turning_poipt. 
Finding support 
You can try to find this support in 
a lot of different places. You may 
have a friend who you've run 
around with for years but never tried 
to talk to about your partner. You 
might work with someone you like a 
lot but have been shy about approach­
ing to do something together after 
work • .  You might go out and get a 
job in order to meet people. You 
might have several casual friends 
who'd be interested in starting a rap 
group. 
Another possiblity for opening up 
communication with other people and 
doing some problem-solving is that 
of going to a counselor or joining 
a therapy group. There are two big 
problems with this. 
The first is that it will probably 
cost you money. The second is that 
you could end up getting railroaded 
into worse shape than before by a 
counselor whose ideas about your 
situation are: 1. not the same as 
yours; 2. preconceived and 
inflexible; 3. colored by s·�xism; 4. 
stupid. But if you have an idea 
about what you want from counseling 
and can find a responsive counselor, 
it could be just the thing. 
I'm also a firm believer in paying 
attention to physical stuff when . 
trying to work up from a depression. 
I'm convinced that eating healthy 
food, getting enough vitamins and 
minerals, and not sending our bodies 
into frequent sugar shock makes us 
feel significantly better. And the 
same for exercise. 
We can do more than just try, to stay 
healthy, too. Physical activity can 
be a lot of fun and a good way to 
release stress, often at the same 
time. I go swimming at the YWCA with 
a friend every morning, and it's a 
wonderful way to wake up. Going with 
a friend also gives me a chance to 
talk about anything I need to. 
There are physical ways to let off 
.steam when we're really angry and 
tense. Rather than pound pillows, .I 
personally would rather throw ice 
cubes at the wall with all the 
violence I can muster and watch them 
shatter and slither to the floor. 
But you can experiment and come up 
with a favorite of your own. 
The last thing I want to suggest for 
coping with depression is tried­
and-true escapism. If you can squeeze 
in the time to just be lazy once.or 
twice a week and lose yourself in a 
good book (or a trashy book), more 
power to you.• 
-- Alice Wonder, with L. Knight, 
Riverfinger, and Angela c. 
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What are riots made of? 
-or -
Don't destroy the beehives if you crave t heir honey! 
What are riots made of? What are 
riots made of? Jails, and wails, 
and private little hells, that's 
what riots are made of. 
Every good beekeeper knows that 
bees are rather self-sufficient. 
They will build their hives 
meticulously, search for flowers, 
and produce their honey. 
In the most benevolent outlook 
possible, let us pretend that 
blacks were brought to America 
to produce gloriously rich honey 
for their keepers. 
Now, if this tradition 0f bee­
keeping has continued through the 
years, even though the keepers 
can no longer call the hives or 
honey theirs, they still are able 
from time to time to raid the 
hives of their rich store of honey. 
The bees, when aware of the theft, 
buzz furiously for a while, but 
usually everything returns to normal. 
The problem that has arisen in the 
Bloomington-Normal area is a sudden 
decrease of beehives, and loss of 
access to one's own honey supply. 
Three seperate incidents occurred 
within one month's time: 1) The 
closing of the American Legion, a 
black bar and dancehall; 2) the 
discontinuance of "Ebony Affair" 
by the nonpaid disc jockey, Cleve 
McBride, and 3) the ISU union shutting 
down at 1 am, thus preventing blacks 
from throwing parties to 2 am, as 
they had been doing. 
It :i.E as if a general ordinance had 
been passed to clamp down on black 
soul music and dancing. This is 
surprising, considering that disco 
.music and dances are so popular 
am?ng the now-learning-to-be funky 
whites. As John Travolta's black 
choreographer knows, "Where did he 
get that funk from?" 
In other words, where are the whites 
going to practice their familiar 
habit of imitating blacks, down to 
�heir frizzy hairdos, if every place 
is closed down? For how can one 
really "get down" to the disco 
music at the Poison Apple, Smuggler's 
Inn, or, bzzzz, Josies? 
Ebony Affair has been aired on WGLT 
for years every Saturday from 1-5 pm. 
It spun not just top 40 music, as 
c�arged by the static-y program 
director of WGLT, but soul gospel and 
dowri home rythm and blues and that 
doesn't count community affairs 
programs. The flaky reason given for 
ending Ebony Affair was that the 
unpaid disc jockey, Cleve McBride, 
was taking up a spot that a media 
student could be filling and getting 
work study money for. 
However, after the D.J. had been 
dismissed, and the show cancelled 
until further notice,only one student 
qualified to spin the show. The 
direct6r claimed he had nothing 
against the program, but his racism 
was unmasked, and his ignorance, too, 
when he stated that the same music 
heard of Ebony Affair could be heard 
on WLS. Now everyone knows that WLS 
is the queen of AM muzak, home of 
bubble gum disc j0ckeys,Chickenman, 
and songs not exceeding five seconds. 
Even the white students realize that 
FM radio was pratically invented 
just to escape from AM chord crashes, 
murder news messages, and As The 
World Squirms talt. shows. 
"Just Jazz" is the replacement for 
Ebony Affair okayed by the WGLT 
director, but Millie Jackson, Ivez 
Andrews, funkin cuts from the 
Par1iment LP's and little known 
soul groups will never be heard 
again, this side of Illinois, 
thanks to the illuminated radio 
director and the ----of the ISU 
students, black and white. 
The American Legion was blamed for 
creating disturbances outside its 
booming walls. However, I live across 
.from the Metropole and nothing 
happening at the Legion could 
overcome the tragicomedy taking 
place in and outside of the Metropole. 
Things get so out of hand and raucous, 
I have watched many participants hail 
down police cars and convince the 
confused cops to take them either 
to jail or home, allowing the cop to 
use his own discretion. 
Perhaps, besides the lack of 
overwhelming financial support by the 
community, the Legion was closed 
because it could not, or would not 
supyly the white community with the 
fodder to feed its sexual fantasies. 
I can remember an occasion of writing 
an article while sitting in the Legion, 
with two white businessmen clutching 
their drinks, desperately waiting for 
me or any other shapely suspect to 
transform into a willing lady of the 
night, "Voulez-vous couchez avec moi 
ce soir? " purring from her well­
lubrica ted lips. 
Well, nuff said, maybe when 
the honey supply slips to a dangerous 
low, and the imitators realize the 
originators must have plenty of hives 
to buzz in and out while looking for 
colorful flowers to polinate, justice 
will be _done. Meanwhile, you beekeepers 
ask yourselves, "What are riots made of?, 
anq can you afford to get stung?"• 
--Morocco Lawrence 
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. 
program· on An informative 
excit ing issue of:  
today's 
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N arc explains techniques 
Post-Note: Following is some of MEG Agent 
Paul Brenkman 's testimony before a McLean 
County grand jury in June, 1978. The 
questions and answers are copied word for 
word from the official transcript found in 
court files. The agent is explaining how he 
adopted a fake name and infiltrated parts of 
the Bloomington community. 
Q. How can these people trust you 
if they never see you use the stuff 
OF the results of having used it? 
They don't really know you're ... 
A. Well, I--like I say, I fronted 
myself off as being Jim Peterson 
and I told them my father owned a 
farm about five miles south of 
Eureka; that I lived in Eureka; that 
I worked on a farm because that way 
I wouldn't have to front off where 
I worked or anything like that, I 
just said I worked on my father's 
farm. That gave me an excuse to 
come into Bloomington from Eureka; 
that also gave me an excuse not to 
get high in Bloomington because of 
the fact I had to drive back to 
Eureka. The car I had, I fronted 
off as my dad's car, and I couldn't 
get high on dope 'cause I was afraid 
if I wrecked my dad's car, my dad 
would get on my case. So, in a 
case like that, I never had to do 
drugs with these people; and they 
never really expected me to. They 
just sold to me. I'd just say, 
"Well, I got to get back out to the 
farm," and I left. Like l 'd tell 
them that I came into town to pick 
up a part at the John Deere dealer 
for my tractor; and that I just 
whizzed by to see what was happening, 
and I'd take off again. So, really . 
I've never gotten in the situation-­
the situation at (name deleted--P-A)'s 
house is the closest I've ever come 
to having to take drugs like that, 
whereas I just told them I had to go 
home. I had to drive back out to 
Eureka. A lot of people in 
Bloomington don't comprehend how far 
Eureka is from here or how you get 
there. I just told them that it was 
a good drive, so I didn't want to get 
all spaced on drugs because I was 
afraid I might not make it home.• 
MEG agents quit 
Always bothered by a high rate of 
employee turnover, the MEG undercover 
narc squad has been especially 
unstable in recent months. Several 
MEG agents have moved on since the 
Post's publication of eleven narcs' 
photos during the summer. 
Bobby Friga has returned to his 
duties as a patrolman for the City 
of Bloomington. Another Bloomington 
cop has been assigned to take Friga's 
place with the MEG unit, but Chief 
Bosshardt declined to reveal the 
new agent's name. 
William Muir has returned to the 
Knox County Sheriff's Department, 
and is no longer with MEG. We trust 
that this is not the same William 
Muir indicted for murder in Peoria 
in late September. 
Mari Groppi no longer works for MEG 
either, according to her grand jury 
testimony in Bloomington. She 
stayed with the secret police only 
a few months. 
Terry Ziegenbein has also quit 
undercover work for MEG. He is back 
with the Pekin police. 
Dean Bacon, a MEG agent for more than 
three years, has also retired. He, 
too, is back with the Pekin police 
department. 
At- least one and possibly two new 
MEG agents have been selected from 
the ranks of the Pekin police 
department. Anyone with information 
on their identities should contact 
the Post-Amerikan.e 
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page 7 MEG antics subject of another probe 
The Illinois Department of Law 
Enforcement (DLE) will once again 
investigate charges of misconduct 
against MEG Director Jerry LaGrow, 
according to an announcement Sept. 
29. 
The DLE public information officer 
promised a "thorough and professional 
investigation" of charges made by 
Mike Richardson, editor of the 
Galesburg Free Voice. 
The Free Voice and the Post-Amerikan 
share information about MEG, and both 
print photos of MEG agents. 
Richardson charges that MEG Director 
Jerry LaGrow telephoned him in late 
May, and hinted that MEG would bring 
six drug sale charges against 
Richardson unless he quit printing 
photos of MEG agents. LaGrow said 
his agents had made the purchases, 
that the agents had passed lie 
detector tests. 
Richardson has continued to print 
narc photos, and no drug sale 
charges have been 1odged against 
him. 
Richardson's charge that LaGrow had 
prepared phony police reports. 
Instead, the committee asked LaGrow 
if he had threatened Richardson, 
asked Richardson the same question, 
and then concluded they couldn't 
prove anything. The whitewash · 
closed by saying that no misconduct 
could be proved. 
In early September, Richardson took 
his charges to a higher level, 
complaining this time to Tyrone 
Fahner, Director of the Illinois 
· Department of Law Enforcement, which 
oversees the seven MEG units in 
Illinois. 
For more background on this investi­
gation, see the previous two issues 
of the Post-Amerikan.e 
RIGHT: MEG Director Jerry LaGrow. 
Charges that he prepared falsified 
police reports will be investigated. 
In July, Richardson filed a 
complaint with the MEG Board of 
Directors, charging Director LaGrow 
with misconduct. Richardson's 
complaint contained basically two 
charges� first, that LaGrow 
attempted to intimidate a newspaper 
editor from printing information by 
threatening criminal charges, and 
second, that LaGrow had actually 
supervised or condoned the 
preparation of fabricated police 
reports and lab tests. 
Not· in this bar, you V1on't 
Pretending to act on Richardson's 
complaint,- the MEG board appointed 
a committee to investigate. The · 
committee didn't bother to investigate 
�1 
Patrons of a Chicago tavern staged 
an exemplary show of solidarity 
in late Aug., when they prevented 
undercover narcs from arresting one 
of the bar's customers. 
According to the Chicago Tribune, 
about 20 patrons of the Cuckoo:s 
Nest Tavern stopped the attempted 
arrest by beating all four narcs 
with fists and bottles. 
PEORIA, ILL. 
The narcs were hospitalized. One 
lost his gun in the scuffle; another 
lost his wallet. 
The man the narcs claimed to have 
purchased drugs from escaped. 
According to the Aug. 28 Tribune 
story, police were still searching 
for the twenty tavern customers 
who beat up the narcs.e 
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Another MEG informer revealed 
Tom Bl an, Jr. 
Blan worked as MEG's 
Confidential Source' #178 .. 
The identity of another MEG informer 
was revealed in court Sept. 14, in 
sworn testimony which also rP,vealed 
some of the scummy details of the 
secret marijuana police's sleazy 
operations. 
Torn Blan Jr. , of 902� University in 
Normal, testified that he was the 
MEG "Confidential Source" who set up 
18-year-old Chuck Long for a MEG bust. 
By the time the trial rolled around, 
Blan decided he was sorry for setting 
up his friend of several years. 
Blan actually testified for the 
defense, saying that he helped to 
entrap Chuck Long. 
Long never made any money on any of 
the dope deals he did with MEG. In 
fact, Long wasn't even selling his 
own dope·. 
According to testimony, informer Blan 
and MEG Agent Ziegenbein visited 
Long's house, picked Long up, drove 
Long to a house on E. Washington St., 
sent Long inside with the money, and 
received the goods when Long came out. 
Then they took Long home. This 
happened three times. 
There was no evidence presented in 
court, nor is there any in th� court 
files, to show that MEG made an 
effort to bust the people in the E. 
Washington St. house. They seemed 
�Post·Amerikan cut me s.hort' 
··MEG Agent Brenkman 
Agent Paul Brenkman �
Photos taken -May 1978 
--
Post-Note: When the Post-Amerikan published 
photos of eleven undercover narcs in late May, 
1978, several of those agents were in the midst 
of their insidious infiltrations. In Bloomington, 
MEG agents immediately wrapped up their 
activities, and took what cases they had already 
made to the grand jury. Following is an exact 
reproduction of the June 9 grand jury testimony 
of MEG Agent Paul Brenkman, who described 
his feelings about the Pqst's photo pi\blication. 
Q. Were you getting anywhere close to 
main sources, the bigger individuals 
responsible? 
A. On a lot of these people, I was 
working my way up. I was proving my 
credibility, so to speak, with these 
people as far as being Joe OK, nice 
guy, and all; big head from Eureka 
comes to Bloomington. People were 
starting to trust me, and then our 
famous friends at Post Arnerikan came 
out with all th�se nice pictures; 
and I didn't think it was worth my 
life to come back down here again, 
you know, because I didn't want 
somebody saying, "Hey man, you're 
a narc." They haul you in the alley 
and take care of you. Thanks to the 
Post Arnerikan I got cut short in 
Bloomington before I got anywhere. 
The Post Arnerikan came out on like 
Tuesday, and like on that Friday, I 
was still down here buying drugs 
from people- -new people that were-­
like I say, I spent a lot of time in 
the Metropole and the New Deal, and 
people in there started trusting me. 
They'd just say, "Hey, you want to buy 
some dust; you want to buy a bag of 
grass?" Like these were people I 
never knew before. Thanks to the 
Post Arnerikan, I got cut short in 
Bloomington. That's why today, a lot 
of my evidence isn't back and what 
not for a lot of my cases because of 
the fact that I didn't expect to get 
cut off this quick in Bloomington 
and that's why, thanks to the Post 
Amerikan, things just kind of, you . 
know, up in the air, because I didn't 
have time to finish up with a lot of 
these people and work my way up to 
the bigger deaLers. That's because 
of the fact that I got cut short. 
perfectly content to bust the 18-
year- old who wasn't even the dealer, 
who wasn't even making money on the 
sales. 
Blan told the Post-Amerikan he first 
became an informer partly because 
"it sounded like fun" and also because 
he was worried about getting caught 
for a burglary he had done. 
Bloomington's Lt. Sprague set Blan up 
with MEG. According to Blan, 
Sprague''s first question was "Do you 
know anything about·any burglaries?" 
Blan told the Post that he thought 
Sprague knew he had done the burglary. 
Blan said he thought he had a better 
chance of staying out of trouble if 
he cooperated with Lt. Sprague and 
with MEG. 
So law-crazy MEG lets a burglar go 
free in order to nail Chuck Long, 
who doesn't even have his own dope 
to sell, and who isn't even profit­
eering when he does get some for 
someone, and who, in Blan's words, 
"wouldn't have done it if it wasn't 
for me." 
Actually, they may not have even 
wanted Chuck Long. According to 
Blan, Lt. Sprague asked if he knew 
Steve Long. Blan said he knew a Chuck 
Long. Sprague said to buy some dope 
from him, if possible. 
When he first hooked up with MEG, 
Blan told the Post-Arnerikan, they 
made him sign a paper. (The paper 
was probably the standard form where 
MEG "special employees" swear all 
over the place that they won't do 
a bunch of nasty things.) Blan 
said they just told him to sign; 
he didn't even know what was on the 
paper, and they didn't read it to 
him. 
According to MEG's standard procedure, 
informers write out a short report 
describing what happened when they 
witness a drug buy. Blan testified 
in court that Agent Ziegenbein 
simply dictated the wording of what 
was supposed to be Blan's independent 
teport. 
Blan, who was known as MEG CS #178, 
says that Chuck Long was the only 
person h� set up.· Blan says he was 
introduced to another MEG Agent, 
Paul Brenkrnan, but they just rode 
around a few times without finding 
any victims. As they drove around 
town, Blan told the Post, Brenkrnan 
let Blan hold the narc's fully 
loaded service revolver-- just the 
sort of professional police 
conduct you would expect from an 
outfit lik� MEG. 
Despite the MEG "special employee's" 
testimony that Chuck Long was 
entrapped, the jury found him guilty 
anyway. 
More MEG 
informers 
Ed Farris is MEG Confidential Source 
(CS #175), according to testimony 
in the Sept. 14th trial of Carl 
Martin in McLean County. Farris was 
responsible for other Bloornington­
Norrnal MEG arrests in June, 1978, 
too. 
Craig Boltemeyer of Galesburg worked 
as a MEG informer in Galesburg in 
May, 1978, according to testimony 
in a Sept.27 MEG trial in Knpx 
County. ' 
Diane Harper (CS #157), Martha Slater 
(CS #164) and Barbara Sprague 
(CS #180) were responsible for some 
of the large batch of MEG busts 
which came down in Fulton County in 
June, 1978. 
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In Co urthou se conflict. • • 
Campbell cramps 
reporters' ·style 
"This h e re courthous e ain ' t  big 
enough for the b o th of us , "  s aid 
11th Circui t  Court Judge Keith 
Campb ell , in effe c t , to  two Pos t ­
Amerikan rep o r t e rs in Sep temb e r. 
The reporte rs , Dave and Tom , 
visited Campell ' s  courtroom to 
watch the man in black th row the 
book at a MEG defendant , Morris 
Carwile. The two were hoping to 
catch pix of the MEG info rme r 
res ponsible for Carwile ' s  two 
counts of turkey s ales (s elling 
s ome thing repre s en ted to b e  an 
ille gal s ub s tance). 
Dave and Tom s at down in the b ack 
row of the, s p e c t a t o rs ' s e c tion of 
Campb ell's camp. Dave s �ashed his 
c ame r a ,  knowing that an adminis t r a ­
tive order b anned pho t o graphy in 
the court rooms , b ut Torn whipped 
out a s t eno b o ok and b e gan doodling , 
pre tending to s ke tch the witn e s s  
up front , a lab t echnician from 
Pekin. (Torn can't draw a 
recognizable s ke t ch of a birdie on 
a mailb ox , b u t  he loves to play 
around.) 
} oo .1 
! l 
Judge C ampbell , s e eing Tom's 
ac tions , put a quick nix on the 
te ch's rap and addre s s ed the 
c avor ting rep orter. 
"Th e r e  will b e  no sketching 
witne s s e s  ih this courtroom. You 
may ske t'1:h whoever you want out ­
side the court room. The witne s s  
may even a g r e e  to  a. p rivate 
sit ting , "  his hono r quipped. 
Torn asked if he could s t ay and 
w a t ch the t rial if he would s top 
dab b ling in the fine a r t s .  No thing 
doing , said the b ench , and o rde red 
the b ailiff to kindly es c o r t  both 
Pos t repo rters from the courtroom. 
Hey folks, if you subscribe 
to the Post-Amerikan, you 
should let us know your new 
address when you move. 
You can't rely on leaving a 
forwarding address at the 
Post Office, because 3rd 
class mail (like ours) isn't 
forwarded. 
(Your subscriptions to 
other newspapers and 
magazines probably will 
be forwarded, because 
they are sent 2nd class 
mail.) 
The b ailiff b o oted b o th newshounds 
out , and locked the courtro om d o o r  
b ehind them. Re ally lo cked the 
door. Do you r e ali z e  h ow odd that 
is ? 
Torn and Dave , t rue t o  Pos t - Arne rikan 
t radition , wande red the hushed 
h allways looking for t rouble. 
They found i t  in the form of two 
narcs sit ting in a room waiting 
t o  t e s tify. Dave h ad che cked the 
adminis t rative o rders ab out ph o t o ­
graphy b efore , and knew th at there 
was no o rder agains t s n apping pix 
in the h allw ays of the Law Cen t e r. 
So he b e gan clicking away at agents 
Mark Williams and Larry Wight. 
Williams co rdially p o s ed , b u t  Wigh t , 
with the help of a c ourthouse 
employe e , blocked the came ra and 
e s caped to a res tricted area. 
Fe elin g s omewhat b e tte r ,  Torn and 
Dave waltzed b ack to whe re Carwile 
was ge t ting s ome LawandJus tice and 
me t up with an employee of the 
defens e lawye r ,  who couldn't g e t  
i n  t h e  court room to s p e ak t o  t h e  
lawye r. Campb ell told t h e  b ailiff 
not to le t h e r  through the locked 
doo rs. 
They als o met up with three 
she riff's deputie s , one of whom 
took a squint at Dave and s aid , "I 
want you- -and your camera�" The 
deputies shuffled around , wanting 
to filch Dave's camera but no t s ure 
how much violence they could get 
away with , while Dave calmly re­
wound the Pentax and lob b ed the film 
down the h allway to Neatha Morris on , 
the defendant's swee tie , for s afe ­
keeping. Neatha made a cool catch 
and s tashed the film in h e r  b ag. 
Foiled but not fooled , the deputies 
told Dave and Torn that they were on 
o rde rs from Judge Campb ell to 
es cort the repo rters from the 
premis e s - - that all pho t o graphic and 
ele ct ronic lis tenin g equipment 
(th a t  me ans came ras and tape 
reco rde rs) h ad to go. 
Now the Pos t pe ople knew that b o th 
MEG Ag e nt 
Ma rk W i l l i a m s  
(photo taken Sept . '78) 
the b olted courtroom do ors and 
the b o o t  from the b uilding re s emb led 
a hefty hunk of Os car l;leyer' s , . b�t they we ren't in love with the idea 
of fighting a legal b a t tle fr om 
She riff King's county ho tel._ So they made the camera connec tion 
with Neatha and hus tled their 
pho to g r aphic equi�rnent ?ff th� 
p remis e s  to lock it up in their 
vehicle. 
Ten minutes later the deputies 
were s till h auntin g the h allway 
outside of C ampb ell ' s  courtroom. 
They lurked s uspiciously for �O 
minut e s  o r  s o  b efore they de cided - that Torn and Dave weren ' t  likely 
t o  turn Manson on them , and then 
they left. The b ailiff unl?cked 
the s acred doors to l e t  a witn e s s  
i n  (evidently Campb ell fin�s that 
he mus t at· least le t the witn e s s e s  
in for'forrn ' s  s ake), and Dave , 
re�e aling his nonelec tronic s tatus , 
asked if h e  could come in and 
watch the res t of the t rial. The · 
b ailiff a s ked the j udge , who s aid 
no. Even the b ailiff , Dave thinks , 
thought his honor a lit tle 
delirious at this poin t , b ut no is 
no , and ya don't argue with the 
judge. 
"And don't go off whining to some higher 
court!" 
Anyone who ' s  b een glued to the tub e  
for any len g th o f  time a t  all knows 
that s ke t ching courtroom s cenes is· 
le gal as'Life s avers. Dave and Torn 
have written a le t t e r  of complain t 
to the s t a t e's Judicial Inquiry 
Bo ard (fo r  all the good it'll do 
'em). But as it s t ands now , 
Campb ell ' s  re s t riction on depiction 
can come down any time , so che c� 
your charc oal at the do or o r  risk 
b anishmen t to  the p arking lot.e 
- -Pho eb e Caulfield 
MEG Ag e nt 
Larry Wight 
(photo taken Sept. '78) 
Springfield Riot squad busts 
We arrived in Springfield on Sept.3 
in festive spirits. We had come to 
our state c apital to attend a Yippie 
smoke - in on the Capitol lawn. The 
�urpose of gathering was to make the 
pub lic and our legislators aware of 
the need to change our current 
marij uana laws. 
We entered the C apitol lawn carrying 
colorful b anners. My friends and I 
had also b rought the atrical makeup 
with us to add to the celeb ration. 
I had no idea that this p e aceful 
rally and o ur painted faces would b e  
misconstrued into an incident 
requiring the services of a fully 
equipped riot squad later in the day. 
The smoke-in was scheduled to start 
at noon and b y  that time mayb e 60 
people h ad gathered. Don Duda , the 
smoke-in organi z e r, was running 
around trying to get some p ower 
hooked up so we could have music and 
spe akers. I settled into the crowd 
and started talking to old friends 
and meeting many new ones. The 
crowd was growing steqdily. 
We b rought o ut the gre ase paints and 
painted our faces and anyone else ' s  
who wanted it done. Joints were 
b eing p assed .and I saw very little 
alcohol. It was during this time 
that we noticed 5 or 6 men standin g 
on the b alcony of the C apitol taking 
our pictures. This continued 
throughout the day. 
At approximately 2 pm the PA system 
was h o oked up. The crowd was up to 
150-300 pe ople. G atewood Galbr aith 
of the Kentucky Marij uana Feasibility 
Study gave an interesting rap on 
the le galiz ation of pot. Cabin 
L ance of New Mexico then played some 
of his original tunes. 
Ab out 2:50 pm I noticed four 
p olic emen talking among e a ch other 
and on walkie talkies. Then one of 
the policemen appro ached Don Duda 
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and said something to him. Then 
the power was shut off. 
The policeman used a b ullhorn and 
tried to say something b ut I didn't 
understand him. Don Duda said , 
"They want us to le ave b ut we're not 
going anywhere." Some one else told 
us to get close to gether and lock 
arms. 
As we did this we first noticed 
police with full riot g e ar. They 
advanced very fast , g oing through 
some elab orate drill routines. 
(A press statement issueu �ne day 
before in one of the Springfield 
p apers said they ' d  b e en practicing 
for a we ek.) Within five minutes 
they were standirig right next to us. 
The crowd was chanting , "Pe ace! 
Peace! Vie come in Peace!" 
It was very tense. All of a sudden 
one of the undercover thugs that 
was present at this festive event 
grab b ed my friend Norris up out of 
the crowd by his hair. I sto od and 
saw him b eing drag ged away. I 
h ad visions of my face b eing smashed 
into the cement. I moved to the 
grass. 
I turned and saw them re achin g for a 
woman ' s  b aby. This upset me very 
much. Partly out of fe ar , I left 
the Capito l lawn. I saw them picking 
pe ople off one by one and ab using 
them. 
I stood out in the street for awhile 
and yelled to the pe ople , "This is 
a Nazi USA. This is a police state , 
don't fo"get it." I de cided that I 
must find out where they had taken 
Norris and get some money to g ether 
to b ail him out if he ' d  b e en arrested. 
The crowd was now moving toward 
the governor ' s  mansion. I fell 
b ehind and tried to find out from 
the police where they'd taken 
Norris. The y wouldn ' t  talk to me. 
Finally a black undercover cop said 
to me , "Listen , sister. They took 
your friend to j ail. You won ' t  b e  
able to get him out for a few hours , 
so why don ' t  you get your ass out 
of here b efore you get b usted." 
I took his advice and went looking 
for a phone. I called some friends 
in Bloomington and told them that we 
ne eded some money to get Norris out 
of jail. Little did I know that my 
friends Pete, Rich and myself would 
The crowd celebrates the joys of being unreformed hippies 
un'der ol'Abe's watchful gaze. 
Veda Brown 
Michael Thomas, 
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also b e  arrested and our bail would 
b e  $500 comb ined. .... � �:t�· . ., · 
After the phone call , I headed 
toward the governor's mansion b ut 
I never made it. I was arrested. 
Forty - two people were arrested- ­
most charged with mob action. 
Others who the police de cided were 
"le aders" were charged with mob 
action, criminal tre spass, criminal 
damage to state property and 
disorderly conduct. 
The police did not read anyone 
their rights. Once in jail they did 
not allo� us phone calls. Th e police 
were really nice to me b ut others 
were not so lucky. The y  drag ged 
Don Duda b y  his arms in such a way 
that he said he felt his arms would 
be pulled out of their sockets. 
They smashed Stephan Gerb er ' s  face 
into the cement. 
At an arraignment they de cided not 
to formally charge all of us. 
There are still 12 people facing 
charges. ACLU will defend some of 
them. 
Jail was an interesting experience. 
One thing the polic e weren't counting 
on was the solidarity that we had. 
The people that I called in 
Bloomington b efore I was arrested 
rallied b ehind us and were in 
Sprin gfield within a few hours with 
money to get us out. 
When we got out of jail we had 
several cups of coffee and went 
right to work to free our brothers 
and sisters that were still in jail. 
I met many new friends and learned 
a great deal about our justice 
system in the USA. The only mob 
action was by the police. • 
Fre e  Money! 
Susan O'Neal 
:*********************************• Benefit i concerts :·� .. 
On Sunday Oct. 8th there will b e  
a b enefit concert with the proce eds 
going to help legal expenses of the 
folks b usted at the Springfield 
Smoke-In. Dallas McGee will b e  
playing at the Lay - Z - J  saloon 1401 
W. Market. See ya there! 
* .,..,�, * �-� 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* . . .  And on October 23, the Lay-Z-J will sponsor * 
a benefit concert for N. O. R. M. L. , the : National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana ! 
Laws. The musicians will be the Cadillac * 
Cowboys. • : 
:*******************l.c***'f:,i;�****t":**:lt: 
(�· .->' 
-�, . 
Police busts at the smoke-in included busting heads. They also 
including arresting the State Journal-Register photographer who 
took this picture. He was released after 15 minutes. 
Police line up for their chance to throw dangerous 
marijua�a smokers into the Springfield jails. 
Music was a part of the good times smoke-in 
participants had in spit€ of police violence 
and arrests. 
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Unwashed hippies stage 
early morning bail·in 
Presto Chango! 
Sittin around, just back from 
vacation, havin a beer or six with 
a bunch of friends, tunin in to the 
tube to hear the 10:30 news of the 
Smoke-In, and WOW channel 19 says 
there's 50 people in jail, channel 
17 says there's 26 and the other 
channel (3 maybe) gives some other 
number, but it doesn't matter how 
many they say cuz we got four down 
there we haven't heard from since 
early aft. Yeah, why aren't they 
back'? 
A call to Springfield cop shop says 
why they aren't back. All four 
sitting in the slammer for mob 
action and other misdeeds, a total 
of $500 worth of misdemeanors, the 
cop says. We'll be there, we say. 
ZIP. Everyone starts running 
around, getting out their wallets, 
handing each other money like some 
crazy dope dealer just called up 
saying we could get some real LSD 
if we could put together $500 in 
five minutes. Like Beat the Clock. 
Bobby finally keeps track of how 
much everyone's throwing in on the 
back of an envelope (just like the 
Gettysburg address, yeah). Peoples 
Bank 24-hour teller does its thing. 
Post-Amerikan has $175 in rolls of 
quarters from the vending machines, 
and sbon Bobby announces we've got 
it. 
The Springpatch cop said we might 
have to wait hours for the prisoners 
to get processed. That means 
Everyone finds it. Already some 
Springfield and Jacksonville 
hippies arriving for their friends; 
soon the joint is filled to 
overflowing with grungy-looking 
folks with bloodshot eyes and bad 
attitudes. Those cops are really 
nervous. 
And we have to unroll every single 
roll of quarters and count them all 
out in front of the desk sergeant 
just to show that they're surenuf 
real amer,ikan money. Twice. 
And we wait. And wait. And wait. 
The cops get nervouser and 
nervouser, try to get the boys in 
the back to hurry up the processing 
(that's mug shots, fingerprints). 
They don't like the guitar music. 
They don't like our quarters. They 
don't like the way we block the 
passage. They don't like our 
uppity cracks. 
And when our first buddy Rich 
finally gets out, you know they hate 
the cheers and applause and hoots 
and hollers. You know they hate 
those longhair men huggin on each 
other. 
And we wait some more--the rest of 
our people must be resistant to 
processing, it's probably all the 
natural food they ea�. An hour 
later Pete squeezes through the 
chilling arms of The Law in his 
L'Anarchie T-shirt saying my f**king 
glasses are somewhere out there, 
them f**king dogs didn't even pick up 
my glasses where they knocked them 
off. We cheer and clap. 
We can hear Norris coming all the 
way from the back of the jail, he's 
a noisy one, got a mouth on him that 
would make any Yippie proud and 
sensible person uneasy. He looks 
around and says, Hey anybody got a 
joint? I need to get HIGH. The 
desk sergeant can't believe it, and 
you know he's thinking just one 
more, they just gotta get one more 
of these loonies out and then 
they'll GO. (We're thinkin the 
same thing really, it's 3 :JO am 
after all.) 
And we have another hour of gettin 
restless and noisy and the cops 
gettin antsier and pinker around 
the jowls and yellin at us more for 
our noise and our laughter and our 
jostly wiggly 
nodoubtunwashed 
bodies taking up 
space. 
twenty of us have to go (keep our 
spirits up, bring the guitar, sit 
on the sidewalk) to Springfield, 
city of loud cars zooming up and 
down Fifth and Sixth streets with 
empty beer cans flying out their 
windows, soon to be city of nervous 
cops and hippie encampment all over 
the lobby and front walk of the cop 
snop. 
Oops! We lost the picture. 
FINALLY at 4:20 am· 
here comes Susan 
swinging down the 
hallway with her 
fist raised like 
an unregenerate 
Patty Hearst, just 
grinning like 
crazy at all of us 
as we cut loose 
with a wild 
ovation, and she 
squeaks joyously, 
HEY, YOU GUYS, I'M 
A CRIMINAL! e 
--Phoebe Caulfield We divide manically into car loads, 
gas the van, run into each bther 
pulling out of the driveway, and 
hope everyone can find the city 
jail. (Who's got the money? What 
exit are we supposed to take again?) The four B l o omington fo lks we b ai led out of the Springf i e ld j ai l  di s p l ay 
g l ee, j ub i l ance, mi rth, and ext reme spac ine s s .  
Bike repair classes every 
Wed. night startiilg Oct. 4 
Cycle.Shop College & Linden Normal Illinois 
SEKAI 
. BICYCLES 
Telephone 
454-1541 
Letters 
No smokes yet 
Dear Pos t, 
Thi s  i s  ab out the a r t i c l e  in the 
Pantagraph ab out the smoking h e re 
in McLean Co. Jai l. 
I t  s e ems a f r i end of mine, John, 
cut hims e lf afte r  a n o t e  was s e n t  to 
s omeone reque s t ing a c i g a re t te for 
h im. If the s moking rul e g o e s  why 
didn ' t  he g e t  one ? The Pantagraph 
s ays i f  you do s ome wo rk you can 
e arn a c i gare t te! So I asked a 
s e rgeant here what I could do to 
e arn a s moke. The s gt. s a id nothing 
b e c au s e  the warden, Plante, has 
dis c ont inued the deal and i t ' s  b een 
dis cont inued for two we eks or mo re. 
I s a id, " But the Pan t ag r aph s aid you 
coultC! e a rn a s moke. " The s g t. s a id 
when the warden s aid i t  he was 
g onn a s t art l e t t ing them s moke if 
they e arned i t. We l l  as of today 
there is s t i l l  no way to e arn a 
s moke. The warden i s  who the 
Pant agraph i n t e rvi ewed. • 
Conce rn ed , 
Carol Beehn 
In the euphemistically named "Twin Cities" of 
the 1970's, the hotbed of chic young action is the 
East Side, with its plastic restaurant strips, 
shopping malls and "condo" culture. 
But 30 to 40 years ago, Bloomington-Normal 
was a far different community. Normal didn't 
dare deem itself a "city, " with its small college 
of a few hundred students and residential air. 
And the center of Bloomington's economy was 
not State Farm or General Telephone, but the 
west-side shops of the Chicago & Alton Railroad 
neighborhood bars, an inexpensive place for 
joking, conversation, and sometimes cynical 
affection. 
Occasionally re-"discovered" by college students, 
Bingo's retained its firm neighborhood base, 
surviving until a few month ago, when Urban 
Renewal spelt death for the neighborhood strip. 
It's a shame Urban Renewal feels obligated to 
tear down solid old brick buildings on the West 
Side, buildings which have meant homes, friends, 
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illegalities, though many older residents 
remember entering the "drug store" for some 
under-the-counter condiments. 
At that time the present Bingo's was a shoe 
store, but after Prohibition's end (1933) a 
woman named Ulma DeSchamp opened a bar 
there, but Dave and Steve have been unable to 
locate anyone who knows of her. At some point 
the back bar moved to West Chestnut street, 
beginning its long years of service. 
Bingo's··the end of an era 
(now the Illinois Central Gulf). 
The city then had a distinctly proletarian air, 
with its thousands of railroad workers_ and 
their families, clustered in west side neighbor­
hoods, marching every morning out West 
Chestnut to shops. 
The trolleys stopped at West Chestnut then; in 
the evenings they would line up, waiting to bring 
the workers home. 
West Chestnut was thus an attractive place for 
business; and what business would be more 
natural than a bar, quenching the thirst of the 
multitudes after a hot and steamy day of 
railroading? 
Bingo's was the bar on West Chestnut, refreshing 
thirsty railroaders through the years, and after 
the shops closed in 1948 and the neighborhood 
became quiet, it became a hangout for 
retired railroaders. 
Bingo's was one of Bloomington's few 
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refreshments and groceries to local folks for 
years. But then, it's rather sinful in this 
automotive age for any business to be located 
within walking distance. 
The building will soon be a shower of stone, but 
one thing, besides memories, has survived -­
the back bar. 
Dave Cruxley and Steve Ogan, two local residents, 
saved the ornate wood bar from destruction, in 
the process digging up a little history of 
"Bingo's." 
The back bar, which held bottles, knicknacks 
and glasses for years, was built sometime 
between 1900-1910 by the Liquid Carbonics 
Company of Chicago, a dry ice manufacturer. 
The bar bears serial number 8. 
As far as Dave and Steve can dig, the bar was 
first located in a soda fountain on West 
Washington, a soda fountain which may have been 
a bootlegger's front in the 1920's. The former 
owner is still alive and still denies any 
I 
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In 1944 the bar's name was changed to Kenney's 
after owner Clarence Kenney, who sold it about 
1955 to Francis "Shug" Mattlinger, who changed 
the name to "Bingo's" and retained ownership 
until Urban Renewal struck. 
Dave grew up in the neighborhood, remembering 
Bingo's as a real center, and the bar as a part 
of "poor people's culture." He and Steve 
referred to West Chestnut as the "first mall in 
town," the first shopping district away from 
downtown. 
The back bar they removed stands over 10 feet 
high and 12 feet long; they had to scrape through 
layers of brown, green and white paint to get 
down to the original deep grained wood, 
uncovering marble tops and brass rails enroute. 
The bar is also equipped and insulated for ice 
storage, a reminder of an era before 
electric refrigeration. 
It took over 25 friends to move it, and behind the 
bar they found hundreds of pennies, thrown there 
for good luck, the oldest dating back to 1904. 
Dave and Steve are searching for a buyer, since 
neither has a house with a 10-foot-tall ceiling, 
though neither would like to see it go. 
That's about all that remains from Bingo's, which 
Dave referred to as a "place I could count on. " 
That pretty well sums up a neighborhood bar, a 
"place that can be counted on." Regular friends, 
a friendly barkeep and the sounds of passing 
freights at the end of the block reflect an era of 
front-porch sitting, the corner grocery and 
dependable neighbors. Luckily, all these things 
haven't disappeared. There are still plenty o.f 
fine folks sitting on West Side front porches. But 
the loss of the last neighborhood watering hole is 
another victory for the fast-paced automotive 
world of the East Side. 
If this keeps up, I think I'll move to Milwaukee. 
--MgM 
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If you think the only Nazis in this country are 
those who want to march in Skokie, you'd better 
take another look. Ji. new wave of fascist 
repression and violence is building in Amerika, 
and its first target is gay people. 
The new Hitler is an orange juice vendor and 
the crucifix l1as replaced the swastika, but the 
tactics are very familiar. Arousing public fear 
through a vicious attack on a vulnerable 
scapegoat, the new Nazis are attempting to grab 
the political power they need for their program of 
general repression. 
The larger political goals of the recent anti-gay 
crus.ade are clearly revealed in Proposition 6 ,  
the latest neo-Nazi effort to exploit the so-called 
democratic process. PROP 6 will be on the 
California state ballot in November. (The 
California Constitution allows citizens to place 
a Teferendum directly on the ballot by collecting 
a required number of signatures.) 
Like its well-known predecessor, Proposition 
13, PROP 6 appeals to voters by appearing to 
let them decide a key issue for themselves. 
The initiative's sponsor, John Briggs, claims 
that he is offering parents the right to determine 
who i.s going to teach their children. In 
actuality, Proposition 6 gives Californians a chance 
to vent their hostilities and lose their freedom of 
sp;ech. at the same time. 
.. ·: 
Specifically, Proposition 6 provides for filing 
charges against teachers, teachers' agents, school 
administrators or counselors "for advocating, 
soliciting, imposing, encouraging or promoting 
private or public sexual acts .. . between persons 
of the same sex in a manner likely to come to the 
attention of other employes or students, or 
publicly and indiscreetly engaging in said 
actions." 
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normal 
Briggs, Bryant, and 
In addition, the initiative would prohibit the hiring 
and require the firing of such persons (people who 
are gay or who support gays) if the school board 
determines them to be "unfit for service. " In 
teacher dismissal cases only, the initiative 
provides for hearings, written findings, and 
judicial review. 
About the only thing not included is the requiring 
of gay teachers to wear yellow stars on their 
clothing (to be historically accurate, they would 
be pink triangles), as the Nazis forced Jews to 
do in pre-World War II Germany. 
John Briggs, the sponsor of this charming 
piece of malice, is an Orange County state 
senator. According to New Times magazine 
(4 Sept. 1978), Briggs wanted to be the 1978 
Republican nominee for governor but was way 
down on the list of the voters' choices. He 
saw that the "homosexual issue" was the "hottest 
social issue since Reconstruction." So he flew 
to Miami to help with Anita Bryant's Dade County 
campaign and to visit with the Fuhrer herself-­
and, sure enough, the Lord inspired him to come 
up with Proposition 6, also known as the Briggs 
Initiative. 
Hermann Goering would be proud. The Briggs -
Initiative not only attacks gay teachers, it also 
threatens those who speak in favor of gays or 
gayness. How's that for silencing the opposition? 
It's worth noting that a second Briggs-sponsored 
initiative will also be on the ballot; it calls for 
broadening the death penalty. 
Fe wer freedo m s  
Even though Briggs withdrew from the race for 
governor five weeks before the primary, his 
assault on privacy, free speech, and alternative 
lifestyles lingers on. If it passes --and it has a 
good chance--proposition 6 could do more damage 
to the few freedoms we have than Joseph 
McCarthy, Spiro Agnew and the Nixon Court 
combined. The precedent for further controls of 
our lives will have been set. 
If the dangers of the Briggs Initiative haven't hit 
you, then go back and read its provisions. Now 
consider the following scenarios: 
--Some teacher is giving you or your child a rough 
time. All you have to do is bring a charge of 
homosexuality against the teacher: he/she 
admitted to being gay', it came to the attention of 
the student--the teacher must be dismissed, a 
hearing will be held and a written record will be 
made. So what if the charge is groundless? The 
charge alone will bring publicity enough to ruin 
the teacher's career. It's guilt by accusation. 
Welcome to the Wonderful World of Franz Kafka! 
--As a teacher/administrator/counselor you want 
to speak out against Proposition 6 .  After all, you 
have a right to your political views, don't you? 
Bt:.t 'f PROP 6 passes, then speaking against it 
becomes grounds for dismissal: opposition to 
the Briggs Initiative could well be construed as 
publicly "encouraging" gay people. The initiative 
contains its own gag order. And you thought 
Joseph Heller wrote Catch-22. 
--You're trying to figure out what to teach in your 
classes. Better not assign a novel by James 
Baldwin or Mary Renault or Truman Capote. 
Whitman's poetry and Shakespeare's sonnets. 
Forget about Tschaikovsky or Michelangelo. 
Don't consider sex education, or home ec for boys, 
or auto mechanics for girls. Teaching any of 
these could be seen as pro-gay and be grounds for 
dismissal. Remember, it's only six years till 
1 984. 
And think of all the new initiatives the Lord could 
inspire Mr. Briggs to come up with: Proposition 
66 will provide for firing anyone who advocates 
using marijuana; Proposition 106 will take care 
of ERA proponents; PROP 606 for opponents of 
nuclear power; PROP 166 for refusing t-0 be born 
again; PROP 666 for anyone who does anything 
but watch TV. Today California, Tommorow 
the World! 
I'm being an alarmist, you say? Well, maybe, 
but that's what they said in Berlin in 1930.  The 
comparison to Nazism may be exaggerated, but 
the general similarities ought to worry you. 
V i olence against gays 
Not only is the anti-gay movement based on the 
ugliness of scapegoating, but it also seems to be 
encouraging s�reet violence that is remarkably 
like that of the Nazi youth gangs in the early days 
of Hitler's rise to power. Ever 
·
since Anita began 
raving against gays, a sharp increase in queer­
bashing has been noted in New York, Boston, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, Oklahoma City, and 
elsewhere. Such violence has even come to 
sleepy, serene Bloomington-Normal (see 
adjoining story). 
The supposedly religious motives of the anti-gay 
demagogues offer an excellent justification for 
knocking heads: trashing infidels in the name of 
Jesus is an old Christian tradition. 
Furthermore, it's clear that Bryant, Briggs, and 
their cohorts have some kind of "gay genocide" 
in mind. The Briggs Initiative would stifle any 
educational consideration of the gay life sty le-­
don't even mention the word. And Bryant boasted, 
in her Playboy interview, that "after our victory 
in Dade County, we could have gotten such a 
momentum going that we could have wiped the 
homosexual out. " 
She also announced plans for the "Anita Bryant 
Ministries, which would have centers in every 
key city across America" and "homes" for gay 
people who are "really sincere in getting out of 
their lifestyle." That may be a far cry from 
concentration camps, but it's close enough to 
bother me. Through repression and guilt­
tripping, these holy homophotas hope to make 
all Amerikans straight, just as surely as Hitler 
wanted a pure Aryan race of Germans. 
Sacred fami ly 
Another scary parallel with Nazi Germany is in 
all the flap about the sa.1ctity of the family. The 
Briggs Initiative justifies itself by proclaiming 
"This proscription is essential since such activity 
and conduct undermines the State's interest in 
preserving and perpetuating the conjugal family 
unit." 
That seems to be a typical fascist cover: Hitler 
called the family the "germcell of the nation, " and 
"Restoring the family to its rightful place" was 
one of his slogans. The German Na_zis granted 
marriage loans, child subsidies, and family 
allowances at the same time they were stepping 
up their savage persecution of gays--
prosecutions for homosexuality rose from 3, 000 
in 1931 to almost 30, 000 in 1939.  Fertile mothers 
were awarded the Honour Cross of the German 
Mother, while an estimated 220, 000 gay people 
were killed in Nazi prison camps. (Grunberger, 
.!!_Social History <E the Third Reich) 
Of course, the Briggs outrage will probably be 
struck down by the courts, if it becomes law. 
Even Warren Burger ought to be able to see the 
violence that it does to the First Amendment, 
althought I wouldn't count on it. Even so, that 
will be just a temporary setback for the twice­
born storm troopers. Proposition 6 is only one 
of a series of recent anti-gay attacks. 
Similar legislation is penning in Arkansas and 
Oklahoma. As in California, the prohibition 
against "public homosexual conduct" includes 
soliciting, imposing, encouraging, promoting, 
etc. These laws are obviously license for 
witch-hunting; they also give tacit approval to 
the Fourth 
gay baiting and prejudice in areas beyond the 
public schools. 
In Seattle, a group called "Save Our Moral 
Ethics" has succeeded in getting an initiative 
on the November ballot to repeal the city's gay 
rights ordinapce. The group is headed by David 
Estes, a Mormon police officer who bases his 
action on his religious beliefs, a "pro-family 
stand" and some murky nonsense about "freedom 
of choice. " "I'm against one group trying to 
enforce their morality on another group," says 
Estes, as he proceeds to force his moral values 
on the gay people of Seattle. 
Opposition to Brigg s  
In the face of all this ignorance--or cynical 
exploitation of fear, whichever you prefer--it's 
hard to know what to do. If you're inclined to 
direct, practical action (and you have some 
money), you could make a contribution to one 
of the many groups fighting the Briggs Initiative. 
Reich 
Here are two that I know about: No on 6 Committee, 
54 Mint St. , San Francisco, CA 94103; 
Illinoisans to Stop Briggs, P.O. Box 11491, 
Chicago, IL 60611. 
Beyond that, a general increase in awareness 
and solidarity seems imperative. Gay people 
are alreaqy beginning to get together in defense 
against the anti-gay backlash. Obviously this 
needs to continue. But gay people can't carry 
the struggle alone, any more than blacks or 
women can overcome racism and sexism without 
the active support of whites and men. 
A lot of people are going to have to confront the 
gay issue. Because sexual matters are wrapped 
in fear and secrecy in our society, other 
minorities and political groups are afraid to 
identify with gay oppression or to support gay 
rights. And the godly fascists are quick to use 
these fears (after all, they're responsible for 
them in the first plac�) and to encourage such 
divisions: the lesbian presence in the woman's 
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As long as gay people are seen as a political 
liability, the solidarity that is needed to stop the 
new Nazis will not be achieved. A lot of straight 
people haven't· dealt with their feelings about 
homosexuality. They still see gay people as 
"unnatural" or "sick" and don't understand that 
the fear of gayness, homophobia, is oppressive 
to both gays and straights. 
I'm not suggesting that everybody turn gay ,  but 
I do think that many more people need to realize 
that feelings of love and affection for members of 
the same sex are not weird or exotic or even 
unusual. When people have dealt with their 
feelings about their own gayness, the revolution 
will be a lot closer than it is now. • 
--Ferdydurke 
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Queer· beating: It .happens here 
Gay men who gather together outside 
in Bloomington at night have been the 
victims of regular harassment since 
the last week in August. 
This harassment has taken many forms: 
car chases, foot chases, trying to 
force cars off the road, hitting and 
pushing. Gay men's lives have been 
threatened, and the men have been 
threatened with knives. And there 
has been verbal harassment: "Why 
don't you get off the street;" "You 
dirty up our city;" and name-calling 
("faggot," "queer," "pervert"-­
imagination is not one of the 
persecutors' strong points). 
Some of,the gay men involved have 
asked th�t neither their names nor 
the names of their attackers, several 
of whom have been identified, be used, 
because of the possibility of 
increased harassment. 
At least twice charges have been 
pressed, however. The hooligans 
frequently kick and pound on the gay 
men's cars, and the first charge was 
the result of damage to a car that 
was kicked. (Brute force is one of 
their strong points. ) 
The second charge was pressed as a 
result of the first. The queer­
bashers were trying to coerce 
information out of one of the gay men 
about the identity and address of the 
man who had pressed charges. They 
were shoving him around, had taken his 
keys, and so on. 
Another time, one of the gay men who 
was being chased in his car drove to 
the police station to press charges. 
Police told him that he could not do 
so because he couldn't name his 
tormentors, in spite of the fact that 
several of the thugs had gathered on 
the police lawn. 
When the man went out e.nd got back 
into his car, one of the group of 
attackers put his fist through the 
gay man's car window. He went back 
into the station and was once again 
told that nothing could be done. 
When the first charge was filed, 
police were very cooperative, but 
is the impression of at least one 
the gay men that since then 
cooperation from the police and 
state's attorney's office has 
lessened. 
it 
of 
When called after an incident of 
harassment and asked to patrol the 
area, police sometimes do. At other ' 
times police drive up to groups of 
the gay men and tell them that if 
they don't stop littering (there 
have been complaints), they'll be 
hauled in for loitering. 
One of the gay men suspects that the 
police may be getting tired of 
dealing with the situation, and points 
"Why donl you act like a man?" 
out that we should be able to expect 
police not to get tired of protecting 
people. 
The persecutors are straight white men 
and their womenfriends, with the men 
being the more aggressive. They are 
all young, around 18. They ar� given 
to o�d behaviors like taking out their 
pocket knives and flipping them in the 
air in a hip 50's manner. There are 
J or 4 ringleaders, but as many as 5 
or 6 carloads have been involved in 
a couple of the incidents. 
The men have a peculiar brand of 
chivalry. In the middle of harassing 
the .gay men, they object if one of the 
gays uses "obscene" language in front 
of their womenfriends. 
One of the attackers has also said 
that it is part of his personal code 
to not start violence first. However, 
he says he considers somebody 
"talking smart" to him enough reason 
to beat the crap out of them. 
When I asked one of the gay men why 
he thought the straight youths were 
harassing them, he said, "I don't 
think these people think logically at 
all. I think they really are stupid-­
stupid animals. " (From what I've 
heard, this sounds unfair to most 
animals. ) 
It's bad enough that.the gay men 
involved have suffered the harassment 
and violence that they have. But 
even worse is the fact th�t they 
cannot retaliate as effectively as 
might be possible because these 
vicious punks have the force of a 
queer-hating and queer-fearing society 
behind them. . 
· 
--Alice Wonder 
with L .  Knight 
.... ........ ----------------------------.... -
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Home .Rentals Agency 
In our September issue, we outlined the 
sordid story of the Home Rentals Agency in 
_Bloomington. We began picketing.the agency 
shortly after the paper hit the streets, and 
our picketing led to an eight-day shutdown of 
the agency. Now, if new state regulations effec­
tive Sept. 27 are enforced, Home Rentals will 
close its doors for good. (See adjoining story.) 
We protested the agency's existence after 
interviewing the ex-manager, an ex-employee, 
and a current employee. Our gripes were 
these: The Home Rentals people claim .to 
provide renters with lists of available apart­
ments and houses for a $35 (now $40) fee. 
The agency doesn't tell people, though, that 
most of its listings can be found in the Panta­
graph classified ads for only 25� r. day. 
The agency attracts people with tempting 
offers of apartments and houses they.' re 
listing, whose addresses the people can only 
find out if they pay the HRA fee. But many 
times those tempting offers are just reword­
ings of other Pantagraph ads (placed there 
by the landlords), and many times the apart­
ments were already rented up to five days 
before the HRA removes the ad from the 
paper. People are enticed to sign a contract 
with HRA, which assures them no refund and 
no guarantees, and only then do they discover 
the disappointing nature of the listing service. 
We also had evidence that HRA helped landlords 
discriminate against tenants they find 
undesirable: blacks, students, people with 
children, whatever. A former manager told 
us that HRA screens the tenants so they will 
not send them to landlords who don't want to 
rent to them. When a Post reporter called. HRA 
pretending to be a prospective client, an HRA 
employee described in detail the process 
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whereby blacks are not sent to landlords who 
request ·no blacks. Thus, the landlords evade 
anti-discrimination in housing laws. 
The goal of agencies like this one is to corner 
the market on listings of apartments and 
houses. If the agency is allowed to' survive, 
soon the landlords will stop taking out their 
own ads in the Pantagraph. HRA doesn't 
charge the landlords a fee, so they save 
money on advertising. Besides, HRA might 
help them with the discrimination of their 
choice. So within a year or so, anyone who 
wants to rent in Bloomington/Normal will 
have to pay $40 to the agency just to f ind out 
what's available. And people who are looking 
for apartments and houses to rent are usually 
those who can least afford to spend $40 on 
information that used to cost a quarter. 
This threat of HRA gaining monopoly control 
over rental information inspired us to start 
picketing in front of the storefront office on 
Center Street Sept. 6. We thought that if 
people knew what the racket was all about, they 
wouldn't sign up for the so-called service. 
We were right, too. 
We made some picket signs saying that HRA 
was a ripoff and a fraud. One of them said, 
"Save $40 ! Ask us how. " We also made a 
poster of articles from the Chicago Tribune and 
the Quad Cities paper about similar agencies 
in other cities and how the Illinois Attorney 
General's office was investigating them. 
Lots of people came up and talked to us, and we 
would explain why we didn't want anyone to 
sign up for HRA's listing service. So many 
people volunteered iv picket that we were able 
to cover almost every hour the agency was 
open. 
Join the 
c.J Ryders Club 
Charlie Vandagriff, 
manager of Home 
Rentals (right), and 
Jack Walton, part 
owner of Home Rentals 
(left). 
Needless to say, the manager of Home Rentals 
became overwrought. On Thursday, Sept. 7, he 
began a barrage of calls to the Bloomington 
cops; he eventually called the cops 8 times in 
4 days. The cops would come by and tell the 
picketers to keep moving, not to block the 
entrance, and not to lean picket signs on the 
building, but they knew and we knew that the 
picketing was legal. 
6n Sept. 9, Saturday, HRA manager Charlie 
Vandagriff called the cops and signed a com­
plaint for criminal trespass against picketer 
Mark Silverstein, who'd been inside the office 
chatting with the HRA secretary earlier. Thi� 
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surrenders to picket 
HRA, he would not have paid $35 to them. 
Linneman thought that since he was purposely 
misled by an HHA employee before signing up, 
his money should be returned. 
At the hearing, consumer protection advccaLe 
Fred Summer was dearly on HRA's side. 
Vandagriff and the owner of I-IRA never had to 
answer any questions, while Summer lectured 
Linneman about how he'd signed a contract 
cops advised the picketers to stay out of the 
office and told Charlie he'd havc·to come 
discuss his criminal complaint at the State's 
Attorney's office the next Wednesday (this is 
the usual procedure for misdemeanor 
complaints). Vandagriff never showed up on 
Wednesday. 
Maybe Vandagriff had picked up on State's Attorney 
Ron Dozier's attitude toward his rental racket. 
Drnder told a Post reporter on Wednesday thai the 
cops kept calling him up .asking what io do about 
the picketers. Dozier said, "I told them to pick 
up a sign and join you. That place is a ripoff." 
On Sept. J.] at about midnight or one, Charlie 
woke up one of Mark Silv(,rstein's housemates 
with a weird phone call. He said he was 
calling to arrange a nine-party conference call 
to "straighten this thing out." He said that 
the cal l was costing him a bundle, and that 
the people wl10 would be in on the call were the 
dean of Texas A & M, representatives of the 
Federal Commerce Commission and the 
Fc�deral Trade Commission, a ·New York Times 
reporter, l\fark Silvertein, Vandagriff, and 
others. He left a number for Mark to call him 
back at. At the end of the conversation, he 
said, "I'm going to close his (Mark's) news­
paper down this week." 
From the way he was talking, the late hour, 
and the promise of weird people like the New 
York Times reporter and the deai1 of Texas 
A & M, the houscrnate thought maybe Charlie 
had had a few too many drinks. He later told 
the ISU Vidette that he never made this phone 
call, and he never mentioned this hotsnot 
conference call to Mark, although he saw him 
the same dav. 
By Thursday, Sept. 14, Charlie's business 
had fallen off drastically, and he had to lay off 
some of his staff, according to what he told 
the Vidette. But his record of truthfulness 
was never great, and it worsened as the 
picketing cv ntinued. On the first day of the . 
picketing, he told a grOllp of people that Mark 
Silverstein already had two law suits against 
him. Not true. 
Ai various times during the strike, he told the 
Vidette or Channel 1!J that there is no law 
against landlords discriminating against 
people with children (there is such a law); that 
only 6-7% of HRA 's listings repeat the 
Pai1tagraph's listings (the two ex-employees we 
interviewed were sure that over half the 
listings were from the Pantagraph); that 
Mark Silverstein once threw ice cubes at 
someone's windows (not true); and that all 
kinds of downtown businesspeople were enthu­
siastically chipping in money for a suit against 
the Post-Ametikan (we really doubt it; sounds 
kinda like that wondrous conference call). 
The employee who described to us how HRA 
won't send blacks to landlords who don't want 
them also went back on her story, claiming 
she'd never told us what she did. 
On both Thursday and Friday, Vandagriff 
closed his operation down early. Fewer and 
fewer HRA ads were appearing in the Panta­
graph. On Saturday and Sunday, his doors 
were open only a few hours. Only a general 
ad for HRA appeared in the paper. Finally, on 
M<nday, the 12th day of pickeling, he opened 
for a couple hours and then put up a sign in the 
window saying that the office was temporarily 
closed "due to the Post-Amerikan radicals 
marching and picketing." 
and he didn't understand why Linneman thought 
he could get his money back. 
"You obviously don't understand how things 
work," consumer protection investigator 
Slayback snickered. When Linneman asked 
whc;> was responsible for what HRA employees 
told prospective clients before they signed up, 
Summer said that the hearing did not concern 
"interpersonal disputes." 
::l 0 
That same Monday, the 18th, the Human Rela­
tions Commission was hunting for Charlie in 
order to investigate allegations of discriminatory 
practices. When they got him on the phone, 
they found that he wasn't taking any new cus­
tomers, only har,ding out those golden lists to 
people who'd already signed up. 
Home Hentals was apparently awaiting the outcome .'.::; 
of that hearing, because they opened again that 
afternoon, Sept. 26, after being closed· for eight 
Carl Slayback, an investigator in the Attorney 
General's office, set a date for an informal 
hearing on a complaint against the agency. 
Meanwhile, the Pantagraph had not a word to 
say about 12 days of picketing, 12 days of 
police calls, 12 days of charges and counter­
charges on both sides. The Pantagraph seems 
devoted to their boycott of the Post-Aroerikan, 
even when it interferes with covering a news 
item. 
The Sept. 25 hearing on the grievance before 
the Attorney General's representative for 
consumer protection was a joke. Dan 
Linneman filed the complaint, saying that if 
he'd had full and truthful information about 
days. 
We geared up for more picketing. We were just 
about to begin again on Sept. 27 when we learned 
that the state had just instituted new regulations 
which, if enforced, would shut down Home Rentals 
and all agencies like it throughout the state. 
(See adjoining story.) 
We put the hold on the picketing, filed a complaint 
with the Illinois Department of Registration and 
Education, and as the Post goes to press, we are 
waiting to see if the state will enforce the new 
regulations on rental finding agen<;ies. 
If the regulations are enforced, these sleazy 
operations will close down, because they can't 
survive close scrutiny from either a legal or 
ethical stai1dpoint.e 
--Phoebe Caulfield 
Vandagri ff, who claims to be a PR man, made thi s  sicrn. It says: 
We Are Clos e d - "Temporarily" Due To Th e Po s t -A:nerikan- Radi cals ­
Picketing + Marching- Our Li sting Line Phone - Remains Open 
I'll teach you to play & you can buy 
the gu itar of your choice. 
*Guitar Lessons 
*Special Folk & 
Pop Classes 
*Over 200 Guitars 
in Stock 
GUITAR 
WORLD *Music & Accessories 
105 BROADWAY NORMAL 452-6412 
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Love is a rose but w hy not p i c k e t ?  
Life on the H o me 
Reading Illino i s  S tate Unive r s i ty ' s  
newspaper ,  the Vidette , could give you 
strange i deas about just who was 
picketing Bloomington ' s  Home Rentals 
( HR ) . You might think Po st -Amerikan · 
" e di to r "  Mark S i lverstein o rdered all 
h i s  Po s t  " employe e s " to walk the 
pi cket lines four hours a day ,  o r  
e ls e  ge t canne d ,  
We ll , i t  di dn ' t  work qui te that way . 
Here are some vi tal s tatisti c s : From 
the day we s tarte d  p i c ke t ing HR , 
Wed . Sept . 6 ,  unti l  12 days later when 
Charlie Vandagri ff ( HR ' s  manager)  
surrendered temporarily , 35 people 
braved the 80 - and 90 - degre e heat 
to ge t the information o ut about HR ' s  
lying and disgusting pra c t i c e s . 
Twenty o f  us are wome n ;  fi f t e e n  o f  us 
are men . Sixte e n  o f  us wo rk on the 
Po st ; 19 do no t . All but one of us 
are whi t e ; one of us i s  a bla ck woman . 
Several o f  us held a pi cke t s ign for 
the first t ime when we j o ine d up wi th 
the carnpaign to end HR ' s  sho ddy 
tac ti �s . One o f  us had jus t move d 
into Bloomington a month be fore 
picketing start e d .  Others o f  us grew 
up here . In age we range from about 
19 to about 50 , although mo s t  of us 
are youngsters , relative ly .  Many o f  
u s  had never heard o f  each o ther 
unt i l  we gathere d in common caus e . 
Some o f  us have been fri ends for as 
long as 15 years . 
In t he be g i n ni ng 
The de c i s ion to s tart pi cke ting HR 
was made at a Po s t  me e ting . We · 
started o ff by covering only peak 
busine ss hours . Wi thin a we e k ,  
though , a s  support snowball e d  and Mark 
worked at getting people to sign up , 
pickets were pre s ent at HR during all 
the ir open hours . 
I don ' t  think HR ' s  manager , Charl i e , 
t o o k  us very s e riously at firs t . I t  
h e lped that .the Pantagraph , Bloom­
ington ' s  o ther newspape r ,  ne ver 
breath e d  a whi sper about the c lamor 
over HR . But as the days went by and 
we appeare d more o ften rather than 
less o ften , I suspe c t  he began to get 
a little ratt le d ,  
The firs t few days o f  our pi cke t were 
ho t ,  ex c i ting , and , fo r me at leas t , 
s cary . We di dn ' t  know what to expe c t  
from e a c h  o the r ;  from pas s e rsby , o r  
from Charl i � . We had varying exper­
iences , but v;ere all , I think , sur ­
pris e d  and please d b y  h o w  supportive 
the fo lks driving and walking by 
were . 
Every day pe ople go ing by wo uld holler 
"Right o n ! " and " They are a rip-off ! " 
People honke d ,  gave us the fi s t ,  and 
smile d .  Fo lks on foot would s top to 
talk . Some of them had been me s s e d  
over b y  H R  o r  had fri e nds who had . 
But l o t s  o f  time s we ' d  just talk 
about how hard it is to find apartments ,  
how expens ive the y  are , how i t ' s  no t 
right that busine ss owners can make 
so much money o ff people and give 
them so li ttle in re turn . Some time s 
we ' d  talk about o ther atro c i ti e s , 
Home Rentals agency violates 
new state· rules 
As the P os t - Amerikan goes to pres s ,  
Bloomingto n ' s  H ome Rentals Agenc y  is 
operatin g in o utright violation o f  a 
new set o f  I lli nois regulations 
des igned to curb ab uses o f  s imilar 
agencies th ro u gh o ut th � s tate . 
I f  the new regulations are enfo r ced, 
Home R entals will have t o  s hut down . 
The emergency regulations took ef fect 
Sept . 2 7 ,  and carry the full fo rce o f  
I llinois law, acc o rding t o  Ed Nas h ,  
Pub l i c  I n fo rmation O f ficer f o r  the 
I llinois Department o f  Regis tratio n 
and Education .  The department 
adminis ters I llin ois ' Real Es tate 
B rokers and Sales men Licens � Act, and 
drew up regulat i ons f o r  ren t a l  findin g 
services under autho rity o f  that law . 
According to the new regulations , 
o wners o f  agen c�es l�ke H o me Rentals 
mus t be licens ed real es tate b ro kers . 
Employees mus t  be licensed real es tate 
s ales people . 
Neither Home Rentals o wner Jack Walt on 
nor manager Gharley Vandagriff have 
s uch real es tate licens es . 
Other regulations effect i ve Sept . 2 7  
will further c ramp Home Rentals ' s ty le .  
F o r  ins tance, the new rules require 
that the c o ntract between a 
pros pective tenant and the rental 
agency include nine provis io ns ,  s ome 
o f  which H o me Rentals will hate . 
H o me Rentals will have to admit, in 
their c o ntract, that s ome o f  their 
listings will be ob tained from 
previous l y  pub lis hed news paper ads . 
Downs Import 
Auto Service 
the foreign 
McLean County 
best car 
• • service ID 
Vunder 
Bug ™ 
Shaffer Dr. , Downs 378·4321 
· Ho me Rentals will have to agree to 
refund mo ney if the lis tings they 
pro vide are not ac curate and current . 
The new regulations allo w the lis tings 
to be only two days old . I f  a 
cus tomer receives a lis tin g for an 
already - rented apartment, and the 
apartment has been rented for two days , 
then the c ontract with. the rental 
agen cy is null and void, and the 
customer gets a refund . (Acc ording t o  
H ome Rentals ex - manager Steve Mane , 
the agency s ometimes hands o ut lis tings 
five days o ut - o f - date, because the 
lis tings are updated only every five 
days . )  
The new regulations als o require H ome 
Rentals to write in their c ontract 
that rental in fo rmation provided may 
be up to two days o ld .  
I f  Home Rentals advertises rental 
units which were p revio us ly ·advertis ed 
in the news paper (a common p ractice, 
a c c o rding to ex - manager Steve Mane) , 
then the new regulations require H o me 
Rentals to say in their ad, " S ome o r  
all o f  the rental units appearing in 
this advertis ement were obtained from 
previous news paper advertisements . "  
Reiulation o f  rental finding agen cies 
wo uld have come s o o ner, but G o verno r  
Thomps o n  vetoed a b ill that wo uld have 
set up a s pecial li cens ing o f  thes e 
agencies . 
I n  his veto message, Th omps on said 
that rental finding agencies s h ould be 
regulated under the exis ting law, and 
s ug ges ted that the Department o f  
Registratio n and Educatio n f o rmulate 
rules under their existing auth o r i ty . 
I n  filing the new regulat i ons as an 
"emergen cy rule, " the text o f  the 
Department ' s  new rules explained the 
hurry ; " Any delay in adopting this 
rule b y  fo llowing the us ual rulemaking 
procedures of the Admin i $trative 
P ro cedure Act will permit the 
conditions to c onti nue fo r the interim 
rulemaking perio d and will be 
detrimental to the pub lic interes t . "  
I f  en forced, these regulations would 
s h ut down the Home Rental Agen c y . I 
filed a complaint with the Department 
o f  Regis tration and Educatio n o� Sept . 
28 , b ut no one in the department was 
s u re h o w  lon g  en forcement would take . e  
- - Mark Silvers tein 
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Rentals picket line One day when Charli e  c l o s e d  the store 
for a while , p i c keters Cathy and 
Marty de c i d e d  to take a break too . 
They ended up at the same bar Charlie 
had gone to , and so  bantered wi th him 
a whi le . ( Fo r  example , "Ge e , we ' re 
sure glad you clo s e d  up , Charl i e . We 
can always u s e  a break to ge t some ­
thing to drink . " ) 
about fri ends be ing thrown in j a i l  
and how hard i t  i s  to  rai s e  bai l ,  
about ge tting fire d . Many o f  the 
s t o r i e s  were sad to hear . 
Often we ' d  end up talking about rac i s m  
in hous ing . I felt go o d  tha t a b i g  
propo rtion o f  the people who s toppe d 
to talk o r  showe d support from 
the ir cars were black ,  s ince HR me s s e s  
over a high proportion o f  b �acks . 
C heez i t ,  t he c ops 
For three days Charlie kept h i s  c o o l  
and didn ' t  has s le us , probably hoping 
that we would ge t bore d and go home . 
But on Saturday , Sept . 9 ,  he calle d 
the Bloomington cops on us for the 
firs t time . And once he s tarte d ,  he 
really go t into i t ,  calling them 
. almo s t  every day thereafter ,  some t ime s 
five times a day . 
The first t ime cops came , they came 
in force - · - two squads at once . They 
told u s  to k e e p  walking rather 
than just standing s t i ll o r  leaning 
against the bui lding , or e ls e  we could 
be called l o i terers . 
Only a couple o f  the picke ters had 
le ss than fri e ndly experi enc e s  with 
po l i c e  s topping o r  driving by . 
Mos tly we found that we were ge tting 
tolerance o r  support in even thi s  
unexpe c t e d  plac e . 
Charli e  re l i e d  on the cops to t e l l  
pi c ke ters that o ur pi c k e t  s i gns 
could no t re s t  against e i ther h i s  
s tore front or the empty s to r e frrnt 
next doo r ,  the o ld Republi can head­
quarters , s tompi n ' grounds of the 
likes o f  Harber Hall . Apparently 
Charli e  had some claim o n  that 
vacant o ffi c e - -perhaps be cau s e  he ' s  
a kindre d spiri t to the folks who u s e d  
to hang o u t  there . 
S l i p  slid i n  away 
Our interac tion wi th the HR people 
was bi zarre - -at vari ous time s 
fri endly , ho stile , teas ing , casua l ,  
uptight , bore d ,  and indifferent . 
On Saturday Sept . 9 ,  Mark S i lvers t e in 
went into HR during Charley ' s  absence 
and sat down to talk for the firs t - ­
and only - - time . 
Mark had a very goo d -nature d 10 -minute 
conversation wi th Lynn , the worker 
who unknowingly gave us some o f  o ur 
info for last i s sue ' s  HR stori e s . 
Mark asked her how busines s  was , and 
she said it was down . She sai d she 
thought there were people calling up 
and planning to come in who drove up , 
sa� the pickets , and j u s t  di dn ' t  
s top . 
The Joint 
General 
Store 
8 29··501 2 
When Charli e  re turne d ,  he was angry 
at finding Mark in the o ff i c e . Thi s  
prompted h i s  filing a trespass com­
plaint against Mark . 
The next day at noon , one o f  HR ' s  
woman workers brought some po s ter 
board to work and Charlie made the 
counterpi c k e t  s i gn that was di splayed 
in HR ' s  window .  I t s a i d  l � P P  nh o to ) : 
Monday Sept . 18 was the day that 
Charli e  gave up . But be fore he clo s e d  
(In case you can't read it , it says: Fac t or Fiction--Truth or Lie' s  Ask the Picket' s  
For Their Reference's Ask About Home Rental ' s  at Association o f  Commerce and 
Industry or A Valid-Unbiased Newspaper the Pantagraph or Peoples Bank Read 
Current Edition of The Vidette) 
And Charli e  said he was in pub l i c  
relations . Hard t o  b e li eve . 
That same day , Sunday Sept . 10 , was 
also the firs t day tha t we were there 
that Charlie c lo se d  the s tore for an 
hour during h i s  bus ine s s  hours . 
Late that night Charli e calle d up 
Mar k ' s  house and engage d one o f  the 
pi c ke ters in a very surreal phone 
di s cu s s i o n  ( s e e  a d j o ining story ) . 
The next morning when Dave and Mark 
showe d up at HR with the i r  s i gns , 
Charlie gre e t e d  them and mentioned 
that they were late . 
HR worker Lynn came out that day and 
t o l d  pi cketers that HR had signe d 
three new cus tomers up that mo rning . 
She also said apo loge ti cally that 
she had been ordere d to put the 
counter -pi cke t s ign in the window . 
that day , a tall young man with long 
dark hair and a beard went into HR to 
talk to Charl i e . Neither R o d  nor I 
had no t i c e d  him before , but he c e r ­
tainly didn ' t  s e e m  t o  be a custome r .  
When h e  came out and was cro s sing the 
s tre e t ,  he  turne d to us and sai d ,  in 
a very hostile tough -guy manner ,  "You 
better take your pi cke ts home . There 
might be an ac c i d ent here later 
tonight . "  Then he said some thing we 
didn ' t  catch . 
I sai d ,  "What ? "  and he came back 
toward us and repeated tha t we had 
better leave be cause there might be 
an a c c i dent , still in thi s  very macho 
growly too -much - TV sort of way . I 
asked him i f  he was thre8.tening us 
( trite , I kno w ,  but I couldn ' t  think 
of anything else to keep thi s  
fas c inating conversation go ing ) . H e  
replie d ,  while shrugging and then 
walking away into the suns e t , " You 
just never know what could happen in 
thi s day and age . "  (Yawn . ) 
Ro d ,  who s e  cons ciousne ss was a li ttle 
altered by the demon alcoho l , sai d 
to me anx i o us ly ,  "You think he was 
Home ReLtals ' h i t  man ? "  
T he pe ople 
One o f  'the mo st rewarding things about 
picke ting HR was the go o d  expe rience 
we had talking to the people buz zing 
around downtown . During the four 
time s I pi c ke te d ,  no new cus tomers 
even appro ache � HR ,  but I had lo ts 
o f  fun talking to o ther people who 
happene d by . 
A woman about 50 years o l d  drove by 
and ye l l e d  to Mark and Dave , "Right 
on bro th e rs , they ' re a ripo ff , "  
We asked one man coming out o f  HR i f  
he ' d  s igne d up . He answere d ,  "He l l ,  
no . I ' d  have a be tter chance a t  
poker . "  
One o f  two women walking by told the 
picket e rs to go back to Rus s ia . � 
• • 
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· s everal pick eters picket during Home Rental s  picketing . 
Mr . and Mrs . Alphonso · Stein manage d 
. to get the ir mon� y· back from HR . 
The y had been fighting with HR for 
two months . The y were · among many 
pe ople who complaine d to the Attorne y 
Gene ral ' s  Consume r Prote ction Division 
through Carl Slayback at the Blooming­
ton Association of Commerce and 
Industr¥
' building . 
-
One black woman who - was trying to · 
get he r money bac� wasn L t  succe ssful . 
She can ' t  read or write , hadn ' t  
understood that the contract she 
signe d said she couldn ' t  get her 
money back if she didn' t find a_ 
' place through HR. She had thought she . 
would . HR ke pt· giving her the stall . 
One woman t-alke d to the pi�ket-e rs -
and agre ed that HR was a fraug . She 
decided to tell the m so, and opened 
their door, stuck her head in ; and 
ye lled·,_ '_'You. are a· fraud . "  
Landowne rs had both positive and 
negative things to say about HR . One 
�drunken landlord was yery ne gative · 
about HR- tn highly colorful - language . 
Jack talke d to one landlady who ,  
.after Jack had be en talking about 
... ... 
discrimination against blacks, said 
she . didn ' t  want pe ople in . her apart­
me�ts who wo uld mess the m up . 
One woman trying to get her mone y 
back walked into HR with a copy of 
the Post , afte r talking to Bobby and 
Tom . Charlie told her to throw 
the Post in the waste baske t,· that 
it ' s  just a sex pape r .  (If i t  was, 
we ' d  be charging more money . j  The 
woman told us, howe ver, tha-t she was 
going to _take the Post home· and read 
it all . 
A group of junior high or high-school­
aged women came by a couple _times and 
carrie d some signs around for a while 
. . the mse lves, holle ring with a great 
deal of energy at passing_ cars . Jack 
told me later, " J  t_hink the y weren ' t  
real serious about it , th�y were just 
into se eing pe ople doing something . 
we ird .on the stre ets . "  Right on ! 
/ . 
Some pe ople aske d us if we · weren ' t  
afraid of getting arre ste d .  ' ' A  few 
people didn ' t  se e m  _to understand 
that what we' were doing was legal , " 
Bobby .told me . "The y didn I t  seem to 
have much understanding o f  the right 
to de monstrate and fre e spe e ch and 
all that . "  
HR claims to provide yol\ · with service 
for one year from the time you pay 
their fee . When I was picke ting, 
though, a man going by told me that 
HR had re fused to help him find a 
second apartment after he. was thrown 
out of hi s first one- -l!nless he gave 
the,m more money .  
. . . . ! 
One Black man who stoppe d to . talk 
asked me , "You -.j ust catching on to 
. this place ?" 
-Bring !b a c k  the sixties 
I talked to five of the 3 5  pi�keters 
about their over�ll feelings about 
the picke ting-- Bobby , Jack , Sharon, 
Neil , and Susan . 
"Oh , I talked to Bill abo.ut movies 
and TV programs and how this was like 
be ing ba.ck in the 60 ' s , " Bobby said . . 
\ . 
"I felt . real good ?-bout the 
picke ting, " he said . ·  It was very 
" excij;ing , usually . At - times it got 
monotonous ,  especially if nobody · 
stopped to talk " 
: •I liked i-i; because I felt it . 
was 
really doing some thing, espe cially 
when we would talk some body out of 
going in or they ' d  go- in and then 
come out an� say ,·1e were rig�t · � 
liked it that we got pretty i mmediate 
fee dback . "  
Bobby also comm�nte d ; _ 
"Like Tom said , 
it ' s  kind. of we ird being on the 
popular side of art issue . "  
·
Jack . said he felt real good about the 
picketing too .  "Sometimes I would 
just go and do it when I _
didn ' t  have 
anything els� to do and J ust �a�g out 
for a while . It was real exci ting 
to see other pe ople get excited about _ 
what was going on .' " 
· 
Sharon, who at first kne w only a 
couple of· othe r picketers, said, · 
- "It was really rieat to meet a lot of 
people . I liked e verybo�y a lot . . There was kind of a fee ling of unity 
among e ve rybody. 
"I made it on TV in my first hour 
there . I ' ve never picketed before .. 
I ' ve always wante d to do things about 
things that weren ' t  right but I ne ve r : ·  
had the chance be fore . I really 
· like d  it a lot . " 
Neil had - just move d into town about 
a month before. the picke ting be gan . 
This is what he had _ to say : 
"I sat in on the · conversati on in, which· 
Dan de manded to have his money back , 
and considering the e vasiveness an� 
une thical practice s of Mr . Vandagri ff, 
I felt goo d  about picketing, though 
a little strange coming off the 
banana boat from the east coast 
r-ight' into this . 
"I ' ve be en sort of remove\} from this 
sort of thing for a while . I think · 
the last de monstration l participate d 
: in to'ok �lace . in 1974. It ' s  like · 
not exercising a muscle for a real · 
- long. time and then . 'exercising i_t . and 
. · finding out the mus.cle 's �till there . 
'.' It  was good. for me be cause I got to 
rrieet pec-ple
_
- .. " 
And Susan:,· ; "The p·asse rsby se emed 
verY rece'fiti ve ; a21d'' when· they ·weren ' t  
- I didn ' t  really push . I didn ' t  want , 
to harass people . � 
' : . . .  l ·::.. ' 
"I  think this was. the first time I ' ve 
e ver picke te d �  -It felt great� I .  
felt l'ike I was really doing . 
some thing . r' got .to' talk · to people 
and. e ven I)lee t  some people I didn ' t  
know . It was fun . .  It could have 
been a · little cooler, " she laughe d ,  
"but it was all right . 
"The picke ting in ge'ne ral made me� 
feel good to fe e l  that the people in 
the community could actually do 
something -about an agency like this 
in .the community . It made me fe el 
like we_ had sopie powe r . "• 
- -'Alice Wonder 
 , ,............. �------ ------ _
_
.......____. 
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continues to· · grow 
Have you n o t i ce d ?  L a t e l y  i t  s e ems , 
that we h ave gone .through a s e r i e s  
o f  " crime o f  t h e  y e a r "  cyc l e s . ; _ 
Each year a new c r ime i s  " d i s c ove re d , "  
b rought ' out o f  the c l o s,e t ; w r i t ten " 
- and talked ab out , d i s cus s e d .  
G roups are cre a t e d  t o  answer new 
needs . .  Then we go on to  ano the r 
crime . There ' s  b een r ap e )  w i fe 
abus e , spous e ab us e , ch i l d  ab us e - ­
and e ach one i s  the mos t- un repo r t e d  
c ri me . 
I hope a l l  thi s  t a l k  and s tudy i s  
h e lping u s  de al mo re . r e a l i s t i ca l ly 
wilh our l ive s : But i t  s e ems that ·  
s ome t ime s we tend " t o  fo r g e t  the year 
b e fo r e . 
Don ' ·t ge t me wr-ong ,  I _value h i ghly 
the new know l e dg e  I h ave gaine d ,  the 
new unders t anding and -caring i t  
h as p roduced i n  mys e l f  and o th e rs .. 
Even though rape i s  n o t  th i s  year ' s  
topic , the c rime s t i l l  con t inue s , 
a s  you m_ay h ave n o t i c�d from your 
p ap e rs . And the Rape Cri s i s  Cent e r  
(RCC) o f  McL e an C o unty s t i l l  e x i s t s  
t o o . The RCC h as g rownand chang e d  
a l ong w i th o u r  commun i ty ' s  
awarene s s . We are now trained to  
handle a l l  typ e s  of s e xual as s aul t - ­
whe the r the v i c t ims . are women , men , 
o r  chi ldren . 
The Rape C r i s i s  Cen t e r  provides b o th 
t e lephone and advo cate s e rvic�s . 
That means you can c al l  us to talk , 
a s k  que� t i ons , g e t  answe rs and 
s �ppo rt .. You can a l s o  ask two 
advocates to come me e t  you s omewh e re 
to cont inue the dis cus s ion o r  
accompany y o u  home , to  t h e  h o s p i t a l , 
o r  whe.reve r . 
Al l our vol un t e e rs are women , b ut we 
have had and we want to  have _ men 
vo lun t e e rs t q o . · ·  We a l s o  are mo re 
aware that s e xual as s au l t  affe c t s  
m o r e  than j us t - the victim . We are 
h e re for fami l i e s  and friends o r  
v i c t ims o f  as� aul t ,  and ' fo r  anfone 
who i s  s cared or concern e d  o r  
curious . And w e  are here for the 
as s ai � ant s , t o o . 
Anyone who woµid l i ke t o  talk to · us 
c an c a l l  PATH at the i r  new - numb e r  · 
8 2 7 - 4 0 0 5  and ask for the Rape-C ri s i s  
Cen te r .  we·• re  .avai l ab iJ. e .- 2 4  hrs . - a  
_ day . 
Jus t a few notes ab out- the re cent 
rash �f r a�e s . As a gene r al i z at ion 
there are two typ e s  of mal e rap ists : ·  
the_ - c as ual rap i s t  and the · c riminal 
r ap i s·t . Th_e cas ual r ap i s t  may rape 
· only once- in' h'i s ·li fe . · An examp·le 
of this fyp e  would be, the . ma l e  
- and female out pa·r:king ;' he · cienranas 
s e xual intercourse, she ie fus es , � he 
forces o r  intimidate s  h e r  to b etome 
h i s  s.exual partne r anyway . 
The c r iminal r ap i s t  rap e s  an ave rage 
o f  once a week . He knows what he 
� i s �oing i s  wrong and hurts h i s  
vi ct ims . He is  us ually so rry a f t e r  
eve ry as s au l t  and vows t o  n e v e r  rape 
agai� . But iri ano th e r  week , he  
doe s . 
S ome s tudi e s  s ay that the criminal 
rapis t  s t art e d  ou� mak ing ob s cene 
phone c a l l s  o r  peeking in windows . 
He may t ry a numb e r  o f  o the r fo rms 
o f  invading p e o p l e ' s  p r i vacy , s uch 
as b re aking�  into a hous e and . 
watching p e op l e  s l eep . Even tua l ly 
- h i s  as s aul ts b e come mo re vio l ent 
<;J.n_d n:iore daring_. 
No - one _can guarantee t_hat you wi l l  
n o t  b e come the v i c t i m  of a s e xual 
· as s aul t ,  no mat t e r  what you do . One 
_ out of eve ry s e ven women w i l l  b e  the 
" vi ct i m  of rap e  a t  s ome t i me · in - he r  
l i fe .  One o u t  o f  .four chi ldren w i l l  
exp e r i ence s ome _type'·o.;f s'exual 
as s aul t ,  usually from a' fami ly 
· memb e r .  ' The re - are n o ' figur e s  for 
men � male r a�� h as n o t  y e t  h ad i t s  
year ; , 
. . - - -
Th is  a l l  adds up to a l o t  o f  v i c t i ms - ­
and a l o t  o f  as s ail ants . Spe aking 
out , caring , s upp&r t i n g ; helps 
s omet ime s - � i gn6r ing the p r ob lem o f  
s exual as s au l t  does nothing pos i t ive 
and may caus e m�re p ain . 
. . I f  you n e e d  s upport y-ours e l f  �- ,or 
· want t o - know how you can h e l p  a 
; · friend , there - a r e � �11ces. you can . -
turri ; One · o f  them i s  the Rape _ 
Cr:l s is· Ce'n ter- . .  ,- Cal l ' PATH ' at S n �  · ·-
4 0 0 5 . Call . us any t ime � •  
- - - susie 
-'• 
* 
·2 0 7  B roadway, Normal 
U n. the shadows of 
Watt erson Tower s )  
T he_ best Selection 
of - record s at/ t he 
b - .· . . w est - pr �ces � n  townEJ 
. 
PostNote : We solicited this articl� 
at the last minute because i-t seemed · 
that lateiy there has been an
- ' 
increase in the number of local 
_ reported _ rapes . During Post layout , 
an armed man with - a  police scanner 
radio molested and robbed six women 
living in - ·an Illinois Wesleyan 
-University soroity house ; The 
intruder raped one of the six women . 
The Pantagraph rep�rted that the 
raped woman ' s  father was · praying for 
the rapist , who he thinks - is "si ck " 
and "feels worse than we do , _ in a 
way . " The Pantagraph also reported 
that the �wo local universities plan 
. ' .  
to make new security p,Lans ancf that 
some fraternity men plan _to sleep 
· downstairs at · the victims ' home to 
protect them·. 
We feel that rape in generai , and 
especially an �ttack of this 
seriousness , cries out for a 
resistance much more militant , direct , 
- and sustained . _ It is a challenge to 
the feminist community to organize 
against _crime� against women. 
If you have suggestions , please write 
to us at -PO •Box J"45 2  - in Bloomington. 
. .  Specify whether your letter is for 
- publication or no t • •  
· · . · ·  
_ _ 1
1 1a1•oam- . - .· :, W ·mVICI - I 
-: - 207 Broadway, I 
1 
. 
N ormal  , l -
1· With thi s  c·o u po n  : , 
I -you c a n  get a ny_ 1 : 3 .$7.98  l i st pric_e : 
I a l bums 1 -: ( o_ur pri c es 5.39 , 5.19) : : f or o n ly $_14.50 : 
-- I Th1·s I of fe'I' !-xpi res 
, rn o c tt ..  11� rn 
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Non-violent, but not obedient! 
The Bai lly Alli�nce in Chi cago held 
2 non-violent civil disobedience 
trai�ing �es s ions on Sept . 25 and ' 
. Sept . 28 in preparation for the 
planned occupation of the Zion 
... nuclear plant on Saturday October 7 .  
Everyone who oc cupies the site 
must be trained at these sess ions , 
although obse�vers ,are a very 
welcome part o.f th
.
i s  demonstration . 
When I got to Chi cago I was not 
sure if I wanted to par�i cipate in 
the oc cupation but I felt thi s  
training .session would be a 
valuable experience . I was not_ 
disappointed . 
About twenty · people showed up the 
night I went . We went around the 
room and said a little bit .about 
ours elves . We then went into a big -
room and di d exerci ses : _ 
We did two r.ole play . s ituations . One 
One of a nuclear . power plant . and one · 
·- was a jail scene . 
I .had a wonderful evening in Chi cago 
with these. pe·ople arid I am looking 
forward to going to Zion , but the 
;:;ub-ject we are dealing with is very 
grave . ,  When radioactive wastes are 
rel�ased into the atmosphere , they 
are around for hundreds of thousands 
bf ·years . We must stop the . nukes . . � 
bef9re it ' s  too late . 
The demonstration i s  s cheduled to 
begin at noon on Saturday October 7 at 
I llinoi s  Beach Stat.e Park . After a 
rally with mus i c  and speakers , there 
will be a car caravan and a march 
to the riuke . Please come . •  
No Nukes , 
Airielle' L�af 
. - cannuclear� give you whtterteeth?_ 
- ·Aft_er thi s  we divi ded into couples 
and did a mirroring exercise where 
o�e person pretend& to be a mirror 
and has to imitate the�other person . 
·This was very hard £eT-me_Q_ut it was 
very fun . Someone then sai d ,- No m-ore nukes 
"Pretend you ' re, a nuke . "  So we g.ot 
together and built a nuke . It was 
no -fun to oe a nuke . Enough play ! ? !  
We went back into the meeting room 
and did a short brainstorming 
ses sion on "what non-violence means 
to you . "  This was followed by an 
exercise where . we paired up with 
someone we didn ' t  know and- one 
person would talk for five minutes 
about non-violence and c ivil 
-
disobedience and the other person 
coul� only li sten . The roles were 
then reversed . 
· 
ne w 
Fifteen members of .the. Bailly Alliance were . 
arrested Aug. 19, after climbing over a hastily 
erected fence surrounding General Electric' s 
Morris, Illinois nuclear waste dump. 
The 15--8  women and 7 men-'--were participating 
in an· "Occupation- for Suvival," an attempt to 
. occupy the road.in front . of . the main gate and 
halt further shipment of nuclear w11stes to the 
dump. The action was the first' act of 
non-violent civil disobediance 5).gainst. nuclear 
power in Illinois. 
{we·: . haY<S: :  !fj)eW .. :jre!rea;s1es· 
up ·to . One week_ .earlietr 
-:: . 
. 
. 
. 
. \ 
.. _ . · than an yon.e else in _ town) 
The occupi�rs were taken to Grundy County 
Jail in Morri.s. They sang anti-nuke songs all 
the way. At the jail, they were charged with 
trespassing. · Bond was set at $35. They are 
all out of jail now. The trial date has not 
been set.• · 
--No Nukes News 
Jazz.· 
S . .  i ·· ··· .-. • · ' . < OU 
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New ·.- :: I l l inois 
On Sept . 23 solar advocates from· around the . 
state gathered in Springfield at Sangamon State 
University to form a new coalition of solar 
int��ests that can more effecti v.ely �obby for 
the ·passage of solar, energy conservation, and 
other renewable,..energy legislation in Illinoi� . 
The, group is composed of many of the same 
people who participated in the organization . · 
of Sun Day activities back in May and the 
Positive Energy Convention 'or" last June. T_his• 
meeting was the last of a ser_ies of regional, . 
state; and national get-togethers that were 
sponsoted by funds from th_e U • .  s. Department of Energy - as a result of the widespread interest 
shown by Sun Day activities .  
The Illinois Solar Congress had beeri held at 
Illinois State University July 15-16. A 
delegate to the National Solar Congress, 
Leann Sowende-Brent of Evanston, was · 
chosen to represent Illinois in Washington, 
D .  C. Aug. 4-6. One message she carried · 
was the unani_mous resolution that the solar 
portions of the National Energy Plan be split 
from the portions that have been stalled over· 
natural gas deregulation and crude oil pricing. 
The message was hea_rd and repeated at the · 
· 
National Solar Congress.  _ Recently the U . S .  
Senate sepa1'ated the solar tax credits from 
the rest of the bill and sent them on to the 
House. Score one for us . 
The Sun · spot 
by B. C .  
P . O. Box 463 
Bloomington IL 6170i 
New hazardous­
wa stes coal ition 
/ 
Yet another gr pup of good people has formed up 
recently. On Sept. 16;  representatives of a 
dozen or so citiz��s groups fighting hazardous · 
materials storage and transportation in Illinois . 
met at Illinois State University to set up a 
clearinghouse for infor:mation. · 
Of the 44 sites in Illinois where hazardous 
materials are now being stored, only tlfree-­
Wilsonville, Sheffield and Morris--have seen 
local: citizens enraged enough to make a 
difference. These three sites sent 
r.epresentatives,  ru(d information will be_ 
shar�d with residents of other sites to aid 
them· in carrying on their OWn local fights . .  For· 
more information, contact Jim Yoho, Illinois 
Environmental Council, 407 1/2 E. Afams St� , 
Springfield IL 62701. 
/ 
associat ion 
The Sept. 23 gathering served as a vehicle to 
report back to the state about the activities of 
the National Solar Congress, but the bigg�13t 
agenda item was the formation of the Illinois \ . 
S_olar Association; a coalition of the diverse 
_ pro-solar factions in the state. After much 
. discussion it was agreed to create an 
organization which would elect regii:>nal 
delegates in each of 10 interest areas. If 
th�ee regions are· selected, then these. 3 0  
delegates will form the on-going Illinois Solar 
Congress (ISC) . 
· 
The ISC will then meet regularly to ensure · 
that all the solar interests in the state agree 
as t.o whether proposed legislatiqn should be 
supported, opposed or modified. It was felt · 
that the voice for solar energy would be· heard 
much �ore clearly. . · 
Since the Illinois Solar Association is not yet 
large enough or well-organized enough to 
support the election of delegates regionally, 
an. interim board .of director·s was selected to 
make policy deciSiO!lS until delegate elections . 
ca� be held. Dave. Miller of Sunduit from Virden 
was selected as chairperson, good ol' BC will 
serve as vice-chairperson, Brent Ehrlich of 
Sunverter Co. of Murphysboro will be 
secretary, and Mark Chaddon of Sun Spot 
Energy Consultants of Bloomington will be 
treasurer. 
- Why pay . for 
Illinois Pmyer Company does not need additional 
electrical generating capacity for quite some 
time and could get along with only its 
non-nuclear· pianned additions, yet. ill the near 
· future IPC will _be asking you and every other 
rate payer to pay sharply higher rates so as to 
continue funding tlie construction of the Clinton 
nuclear power plant. · Is this just rhetoric ? 
What ·are the facts ? 
· · - - - - · · 
Fact: · The peak demand on the IPC. system for 
1978 was lOwer, not higher, than the peak 
demand irt 1977. · Peak demand in .1977 was 
2846 'megawatts of. electricity (MWe) . Peak 
demand in 1978 was 283 0  MWe, down 0. 6%, 
possibly due to increased energy awareness 
and_ energy conservatio_n. 
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No-nukes group 
goes national _ __ ,  ___ _ 
The first_ National No Nukes Conference was 
held in Louisville KY Aug·. 16-20, and Prairie 
Alliance was there. · Among other direct-action · 
groups attending were the Trojan 
Deconimisl:!ioning Alliance (most of whom are 
still in jail for civil d_isobediance in Oregon), _ 
the Abalone Alliance (whic.h is still recovering 
from having 500 of its members arrested for 
occupying the Diablo Canyon nuke in California) , _ 
Bailly Alliance (which staged their first direct -
action at the Morris ,  Illinois , nuclear waste 
· dump durl.ng the conference) . The meeting 
. served to establish communication_ in the 
movement. 
nuke ? 
· Fact: Over too past five ye'ars IPC peak demand 
rose at the rate of 3. 9% per year. What has 
IPC assumed to justify its atomic plant ? 
Answer: 5 .  8% per year. 
Fact: Despite the fact that peak demand has 
only been 2830 MWe this year, IPC peak 
generating capacity_, not qouJ?.ting the Clinton 
' atomic power pl�t.  is already 3756 Mw.e . .  
This is 926 ,MWe more than was needed. IPC 
plans to have you pay higher rates so that 
950 MWe more can be ac;:Ided. - On top of that, 
"if a large accident occurs ,  you will be 
expected to pay for that, too,' because the 
insurance will pay only 3Cj\ on the dollar in 
the worst case. Remember, too, that there 
are no evacuation plans. 
Fact: If peak demand for electricity continues 
to rise at the rate' it lJ.as been r"ising since 1973, 
�d if IPC continues to build at the rate it plans 
to, then by 1988, IPC will have an excess 
generating capacity of 1425 MWe. 
Do we nee_d more ? Maybe WC! ought to demand 
higher. rates so IPC can build power plants :i 
littl� faster� On the 0ther hand, maybe those 
demanding higher- rates to pay for the Clinton 
· Atomic Power Plant -are misleading us� What 
·do you think ? · · 
THE HONE·V Tl.EE 
your one..;... stop natural food 
store - is bei ng transplanted. ! 
VV"e 're pu.t,t ing 
_ 130 E. Beaufort 
ciO""YV"ll 
St. i n  
root-s a.t 
' 
N9orma.l . 
:VV-a. tch for - ou r 
�run ing 
store-vv-id.e . ­
sa1e·1 ·' · . .  · , ' 
·,1 ' -
B ut presently we're stil l at 
. .  _._. 12 4  · � : . .  Jie:aulort� . N 9 � �al · 4 $ �· 90.1t . :·� ' 
I l legal : parki ngs leads 
_to"� psych ward 
Post-Amerikan Vol . 7 
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Sel l it  
here ?  
ove r:seas 
Gloria Spector was beaten i n  front of a dozen · 
w�tn�sses by New York City police. She was 
parke.d in an .illegal zone when two male polic_e 
officers told her to move on . As_ she began to 
move her car forward, the light turned red. 
and she stopped. 
The officers then demanded to see Spector's license. 
When she said she hadn't done anything wrong, they 
yanked her keys from the ignition and pulled her 
from the car. They then smashed Spector's 
head against the roof of the car when she protested 
and screamed for help. 
-
' 
' 
Spector spent nine hours at the police station 
. where she was knocked around, kept in hand 
.cuffs, and interrogated for three and a half 
hours. Spector claims she had a current. 
driver's license in ·her wallet which was removed 
when }ler handbag .was confiscated at police · 
headquarters . 
Later she was taken- to. Balleerie Hospital's 
psychiatric ward in an attempt by police to prove 
her insane. She was judged competent, however, 
and released . .  
Gloria Spector is charged with parking illegally, 
driving without a license,  and resisting arrest. 
�-Her Say 
We'r e · s till watching . you 
CaJifornia Wo!llen Against Rape has been taking 
. some direct actions against men who attack , 
women. For five years; they have confronted 
rapists in their workplaces, neighborhoods, and 
homes.. At the time of the verbal confrontation, 
the rapist is given a'.nti-rape literature and a �ew 
weeks later he receives a letter warning, "We're 
still watching you. You'd better change the way 
you treat wo_men. " , 
' 
. . 
· When asked-what the r.esults of their actions were 
so. far, a Santa Cruz woman said, "Not bad. The 
police want to kill us . The rapists are afraid 
of us!' 
--oob 
. 
. 
· The Upjohn Co�pany is trying to 1egalize the use 
of Depo Provera 9n women iri Third World countries.  
even though the U. S. Food and Drug Administration 
refused to app-:rove use of the potentially carcin­
ogenic contraceptive in this country. 
. 
. 
. 
Depo Provera is the only long-acting injectable 
contraceptive pre_sently in 1,1.se. It is proven to 
cause protracted-bleeding, malignant breast· · 
tumors in laboratory animals, blood clots, 
headaches, and vomiting. Women taking Depo 
. Provera develop cervical cancer, a localized 
cancer that eventually spreads , at up to nine 
times the national rate . 
The largest experiment has been conducted using 
mountain'women in Thailand. Malaysian women 
have traced tge use of the drug in their country · 
to a donation by the Rockefeller-funded . 
International· Planned Parenthood Foundation. · 
Ki�l a .quee r 
In past years, a fraternity at Rutgers University 
protested National Gay Blue Jeans Day by hanging 
an effigy of a. gay person. This year the fraternity 
announced its dec�sion to hang.a live gay person: 
.:..-Lesbian Connection 
ALTERNATIVE · NE 
. -
• 
PE!ople . 
Before . 
Food ch eap, cardboard c ostly 
A_ typical box of .cereal cost� about 64¢ these days,_ but 
the food inside costs only 3¢ , including the cost of 
making it. 
Profits The cardboard box costs 5 1/2¢,  3. 1/2¢ fills it; 2¢ ships it. 
Have gas, wi 11 travel 
The rest of the cost is mark-up by the food processor 
and supermarket. 
�' When . , pe ac.e came to the U. S. , the t e argas · b us ine s s pre t ty much dr i ed up , "  s ays " L aw and . Or de r , "  a poi' i ce ­
t rade maga z ine . 
S o  the teargas manufacture rs ·, l i ke Fede ral Lab orator i e s , 
now watch for t rouble b rewing ove rs e as and qui ckly s end 
out sale s p e opl� to sniff out the b us ine s s  p o s s ib ili t i e s  
in coun t r i e s  b e s e t  wi th politi c al v i olence. 
, Dog . discriminatio:s:i · ends 
L o s  Angeles d·ogs  don't have li cens e s  any mo re , according 
to  r e cent court ruling . A c i ty judge declared i t's a 
,de n i al of equal p r o t e c t i on - s ince p e t  cats , c anari e s , 
turtle s , p i g s _ and chipmunks aren ' t  requi red to . have 
li cen s e �. · 
- - D. C. Ga z e t t e  
--D.ollars and Sense . 
Polled. 
S i xty- e i gh t p e rcent of the pe ople in the U . S . . are e i the r 
s omewhat o r  very int ere s t ed in b e ing poli ed. · 
� �.Uni ve.rs i ty of Mich i gan 
- G- r ave sent ime n:t 
Unde r t ::ikers h�ve groun�s ·  -fo r  a '' caut i ous o'p t imism , , ; 
::ic c o rding t o  The Ame ri can Funeral D i re c to r , "  an · indus t ry t rade mag a z ine.  . 
The de cline in the death rate s e ems 'to  have .  s topped . . 
- � the Progre s s ive 
1 0 3 B RO A D W A Y  M A L i .  
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Making.t he world 
safe for lungs 
Worried that one of those roaring trucks on the 
interstate is going to run amok, sending clouds of 
SuperChem (reg. tm.) billowing into your house t9 eat 
away your lungs? 
· Fear no more, for Chemical Transportation Emergency Center (Chemtrec) is here. 
' 
Armed with a toll-free telephone number Chemtrec is a 2 � -hour consulting service that provides immediate adv1ce to_lo�al fi:e off�cials in case of a fire, spill or ot�er incident involving hazardous chemicals and materials. 
Among the bits of information Chemtrec needs to prevent SuperChem from eating out your lungs are: the shipper or ma�ufacturer of the hazardous substance, the cont�iner type, the rail car or truck number, the carrier name, and the name of the person or company that 
�anted the chemical that just ate two lanes of interstate highway. 
--Post-Amerikan 
Patently absurd 
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office refuses to register 
the name of a gay publication called "Gaysweek" on the 
grounds that the name "is considered to consist or 
comprise immoral and scandalous matter." 
--D.C. Gazette 
And look what happened 
to him 
The new head of the Roman Catholic Church, 
Pope John Paul I, has in the past taken a firm 
stand against homosexuality. He criticized the 
French priest, Marc. Oraison, who preaches 
that gay love is a form of Christian love, saying, 
"If a priest preaches such a thing, then everything 
is ruined." 
Pope John Paul I died Sept. 28. 
Judge says discrimination ok 
A district court judge has ruled that the 
University of Oklahoma does not have to recognize 
the Gay Activist Alliance as an official student 
organization. In her ruling Judge Alma Wilson 
stated: "There is no constitutional guarantee 
against discrimination with reference to sexual 
orientation or sex preference. " 
--Gay Life 
.. 
/ 
Who sells what? 
As many waitresses have long known1 restaurants sell 
more than food. 
One member of Local 69 of the Hotel, Restaurant and 
Bartenders' Union in New York says she averaged $500 a 
week in tips at LaGuardia Airport's Terrace Restaurant 
when it first opened four years ago. 
Her "uniform" then was a ruffled dance leotard, 
stockings and high-heeled shoes. She was also advised 
to "wear a pushed-up bra for extra cleavage." 
After the company that runs the Terrace lost its 
uniform supplier and hired a woman manager, the waitress' 
costume was changed to a peasant-style, knee-length dress. 
Her tips dropped "drastically, " the waitress said. 
--Dollars & Sense 
Socialist \patriarchs - -
reject Holly Near· 
Holly Near, the singer well-known for both her 
leftist songs and her involvement in contemporary 
women's music, was denied a seat on the U.S. 
Cultural Delegation to the World Youth Festival 
in Havana, Cuba. 
The committee organizing the delagation cited 
Near's lesbianism as the reason for her rejection. 
Some of the comments made by members of the 
committee were: ''We don't want somebody from 
a minority like that," .and ''We don't want anyone 
confusing the women's movement with the 
·lesbian movement." 
Holly Near stated: "In every struggle for 
liberation you will find the incredibly strong, 
committed energy of lesbians. Often these 
women are forced to stay in the closet in 
order to do their work. Somehow it is more 
understandable to me when a right wing organ­
ization is heterosexist, since they are often 
categorically opposed to everything that is 
progressive and life giving, but for groups who 
declare they are working for socialist revolution 
to be blatantly sexist and.discriminatory is 
unacceptable to me." f,?he added that the decision 
affirm�d her·belief that "Patriarchal socialism 
is not a worthwhile goal." 
--Gay Community News 
The new miss u 
The new Miss Universe, crowned July 24, is 
Margaret Gardiner, a white South African. 
Bryant Collins, editor of the New York black 
daily Amsterdam News, called the decision 
"another indication of the insensitivity of 
white institutions. " 
Gardiner is a firm supporter of apartl.eid. She 
said that "it would be disastrous" if the black 
majority took power now in South Africa. 
--The Militant 
There's something for everyone 
at Ra01. October Special: all 
• boXes ID stock (except chinese) 
do.urn 20 to 40% 01arked 
So Ra01 it today· 
cp 
Q4N\ 
Hours: Mon. 10:30-8:30 · Tues. - Sat.: 
101 Broadway Mall Normal, Ill. 61761 
10:30-6:00 
(Across from the public library) ph. 309/ 452-9222 
,/ .. 
,, 
The· Explorer 
from 'Doc'Johnson 
The quiet electric massager 
for both of yoµ -- $19.95. 
r 
We have central Illinois' largest 
selection of: 
*Swinger magazines *Partyfilms· 
I *Novelty gifts . *paperback books . 
Medusa's. Book World is your 
headquarters for ,the newe$t 
and best in gay male and 
l·esbian magazines. 
Also 22 movie rooms with 
44 different mo.vi.es 
from which to choose. 8-10 Mon.· Sat. 
Havirlg a party? Sorry, yoU must be 
Rent adult movies from Medusa's. 19 years Or older.' 
• 
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Berkeley Barb, move ov·er 
Pen.n'y Save·r turns swinger 
I considered entering the Penny Saver This .ad for: a 48-year-old widower _ .  Of course, the whole time I'm freaking 
testimonial contest. You -know, write looking for a 20 to JO-year-old out. Worider-ing how can I tell the 
them a letter and tell them how great companion-.:..object marriage-- is defin- 48-year-old widower that rthink he's 
their paper is. How you. just love _ i tely sexist. Also, ·ageist .. Wow, the a sexist pig? He's got a gentle voice. 
their ads and what� wonderful buy you ' more I think about this ad the more I But-- So--- I don't know. He's 
have gotten usin.�· their paper. What want, to c::all this person and tell him '!'l'a.i ting for me to reply,· 
great bargains; In return, they'll . I think he shouldn't print stuff like 
print your letter in the Penny Saver that in a respectable advertising -
and you might win $25·, 00. paper. I mean they must be :respect-· 
, · · · · able: they won't print any kind, of ad 
However, I was sure they wouldn't print ·from the alternative newspaper or the 
my letter of testimonial a.i;id I really. 'lesbian' feminist booksto.re. I'm 
didn't think the 25 bucks would end up going to- call him. 
' 
in my pocket. Instead I decided to 
send my xestimoniai to the Post-. 
Amerikan. I was -relatively sure they'd 
print it. I also knew at least I'd get 
a free beer if,I went in and asked for 
it. So, I'd win a;J..i the way around. 
I_ bet you' re wondering what my 
testimonial is. Well, I was absolutely 
outraged when I read the September 6th 
Penny Saver and'came �cross this ad on 
the "clip-out" page. 
Respectible 48 year old widower desires com­
panionship, eventual object--marriage, lam 
financially secure, own my own home, and have 
no problems. Must be between ages of 20 and 
30. Secious calls only, please! 309-126-1 421. 
Of course, I ·clipped it out. I thought 
Well; I'm back. I did it. 
the number given.in the ad. 
answ_ered. _I panicked. 
He said, '.'Hello" again. 
I called 
He 
I said, "Uhm, I'm calling in reply t« 
your ad. " 
WHAT CAN I SAY? Oh, I'm scared. What 
can he do to me'? So, I staminer and 
then _say, "Well, actually I called you 
up to say uhm • . •  to find out if this ad 
is . • •  I niean • . •  this isn't right adver­
tising for a • • .  well, gee, what does 
it matter if a person is,young, 
beautiful, white?" 
He said, "Oh, you're .a hypocrite," and 
hung up._ 
Well, that really �eft me surprised, 
What . did he mean? 
I am also surprised that a paper·as 
1 uptight and moralistic and devoted 
to. the Status Quo as the Penny 
Saver would put in such an 
uryconventional _ad. 
Actually, I thin:k: I' ll give up reading 
the Penny Saver. It used to be a 
challenge to read the, ·little personal 
ads amongst the big business ads. Now 
I know that I don't even want to. 
'strain my eyes on this stuff:e 
_wait a minute. Didn't I read that the 
Penny Saver wouldn't print an ad for 
the Post-Amerikan whe11. all they wanted 
people to do was read the Post-Amerikan. 
'" 
He said, "Well, first tel� me yo�r age, 
height, weight, etc • • • •  " 
Didn't I.r�ad that the Penny Saver 
· 
wouldn·• t print an ad for the ,Small 
Qh�nges Bookstore 'cause it had 
"lesbian" in the ad. ' Or wr.s it because 
th�y're a fe�inist bookstore • . •  
Remember how
. i raved over the Post we put out 
_, five years ago last month? well, we mus ta 
. ; burned out on that-one (it showed definite : · 
·. tendencies )n that· direction), cause the. October, 
1973, Post-Amerikan is not much to write home 
about, I have to admit. . .. ' 
TWo pieces that I �eally lik;, b�t I don't think 
. everyone would, are impressionistic articles 
- by women. One is "My Day at the Doctor's 
Office, " a free-association ramble through the 
mind of a women at t.he gynecolbgist's office 
("Young ladies must not publicly-display 
·their intellects in front of certain professionals"-­
yes, we've always had it in for gynecologists, and 
with good reason too). The other article is a 
review of Last. Tango in· Paris, called "LAST 
TANGO obstacle course rave review, " and 
that's how it reads too. 
I stammered. 
--· . 
He said, "Are you·there?" 
He said, "Are you thin, heavy, .light?" 
.. Another good article is called (misleadingly) "The 
31st Sdence Fiction Convention." It's about how 
science fic;:tion has a qunch of mind-expanding 
potential, how scifi writers project alternative 
worlds· for our cons_ideration. "Anything can 
happen: . . and should. " 
I -
. But hi. general I'm kinda bummed out by this ish . 
- It's got a bunch of reprints saying dreary things 
. like, "Women wh<t are not prepared to' engage in 
armed struggle are weak revolutionaries, " and 
"Despite our foreign indebtedness of $3 billion 
and our internal debts of $7 billion, foreign· firms 
ha�e been aiiowed to borrow $14 billion from: 
local credit"i:;ources during the period of 1960 to 
the middle of 1969." It's got a good inti:;rview with 
a prisof!eY who was involved in the Attica uprising 
of September 1971, but the interview's printed out 
of order. The answers don·'t always match-up 
with the questions. 
I hope things pick up next month. G 
-.-Phoebe Caulfield 
FALCON 
. -. - . . . 
MOTEL 
-CABLE, �TV 
ON U.S. 51 
AIR -CONDITIONED 
l� 
·: · 1. . .  • . . · . . , -
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And the Pope never missed a period. 
It's been said before but I'm going to 
.repe<n it--we do not have to apologize 
to any �ales of our species anymore 
for their guilt trips. RAPE·is1 an act of terror that affects everyone. 
Okay--so I got my master'� degree in 
English from the U. of I. in 1971--I 
didn't figure out until 1978 that the 
real reaso11 I found myself pregnant 
in 1970 and seeking any illegal 
abortion was because I had been raped. 
Any woman who falls asleep from a · 
little too much scotch, way too much 
heiring conversatio'n, and gets laid 
in this state without h�r �onsent · 
(obviously)'HAS BEEN RAPED. You 
youngsters take note. Abortion is � 
right--not �-privilege!! 
Okay ; let'� ��ke a step back: 
Christmastime in Colleget0wn, U.S.A., 
·1969. ·'My roorriie; Lind.a, and I took 
. turns each we.ek buying a booze supply 
primarily becau_se as the midwestern 
winter h�d �rown more intrusive, the 
average nightly tempe;rature iri our 
·fashionably. hip apartment averaged out 
at. 40 degrees F. Shivering may help 
the body warm itself, but i� tends to 
induce ins omi a> . · · 
At· the time, it. seemed a'- small price 
to pay.to the ticky tacky 
�tjaightness, frat ra� dropouti, and 
young marrieds with ·fetchin,g babies. 
who populated the new apartment complex 
and swimming pool where w€ �peHt the 
summer. · It was great nailing McCarthy 
campaign posters-all over and painting 
obscenities about Mayor Daley.-� · 
I had been spuire� into an unnatural 
state-of spartan celibacy, super� 
achiever work �thic, and general 
abstinence from most pleasurable 
activities having any impli�d 
attributes of yice. This got old 
after while. Howe�er, my summer work 
experience �hich iqcited this bizarre 
behavior was of a most severe nature. 
It �ontaihed an upstairs-downstairs 
dilemma somewhat different fr6� that 
dramatized 0n m�sterpiece theater .. 
Upstairs I was a barmaid/waitress for 
a very macho crowd of construction 
workers, truck.drivers, factory 
workers' a few poli-ce a_nd fire .· 
fight�rs, and an oc�asional group of 
frat rgts who drifted in too drunk to 
know any 'better. · And YOUNGSTERS, back 
in those days, these occupational 
words automatically meant MEN, no 
further explanation requirecr-(or 
wanted.) 
· 
Oh, yes, there were a few women. They 
were alway�_t_he same ones and had a 
"habit of snowing up each night \�ith 
a new set of fresh bruises located in 
a diffirent area of their body. Some­
time.s th-ough they wourd overlap and a 
fresh bruise would land on an old cine 
that hadn't finished healing jet. It 
created a most interesting, if 
grotesque, clique of colors and 
design. The browns and beige of the 
old bruise offering sharp contrast to 
.-the bright, .. purple and lavendar of th_e 
fresh ones with the sparkling hues. of 
orchid and ·red busted capillaries · shining through. · 
Days o�wine and roses indeed. Just 
screw in the lightbulb and ditch 
the candlelight. Too bad I wasn't 
into creative photography at the 
�ime. Maybe I could have made a 
mint.selling an album cover to the 
Rolling Stones . . Or l could have 
enlarged. specific. fragments of the 
wound aiea 100 times, bought some 
respectable walnut frames fr6m 
}Vonderlin Ga_lleries, - e.nti tled ten 
random photographs "Counterpoint 
Series A thru Zen" (as random . 
females are entitled whores and 
bitches) and sold them in a package 
deal with some art criticism 
uncle� a flashy pseudbnym to the 
New Yorker or Playboy magazine. 
Or if worse came to worst I could 
always try som'e · S & M porno rag--
.maybe Hustler.· . 
One night a couple pf-the regulars 
came in--a legally married couple 
the female member of which just 
happened to have had1a s�rew driver 
stuck in her eye the night before 
by the male member of this due�. 
I found out this i�formation by 
askin� her wh� she had a great big 
red spot in t-he part of her eye 
that was usually white, (if some­
what bloodshot) . 
She told me pointblank and. made no 
bones about it. I figure she must 
have forgotten a long time ago that 
she was composed of flesh, blood; 
bon-es, feelings and maybe even a 
human soul. ' · 
Damned if I could think of any way_ 
of reminding her of it at _the 
time. Maybe this had somethin� to 
do wit� why I spent so many y�ar� 
and energy trying �o fdrget that 
this and the related incidents 
ever happened: 
And then there, was the-downstairs 
part of the establishment where 
my title was shortened'to simply 
barmaid. There was professional 
entertainment down here consisting 
of a cheap pseudo cabaret type 
female impersonator lounge .act. 
And if' you gcit bored with the bad 
dubbing with_ Jhe earsplitting, -
brassy sound�ystem; the dressing 
room door was always left·wide'open 
in case your taste ·ran more to the 
intricacies involved in positioning ' 
a G-�tring -under. such circumstances. 
The crowd down here sat at tiny 
tables rather than.in booths or �t 
the counter. 
Depending who was within listening, 
I was �eferred to· by the management 
as "cocktail waitres.s, barmaid, or. 
·that damned whore, " (and .. I swear, 
if I'd ever gotten paid for even 
half the times I'd done,it at the 
going rate, IT'd never have had to 
wor� in such a crummy place.) 
Book review 
Diana E. H. Russell, The Politics <2f Rape: 
The. Victim's Perspecti_ve. New York: Stein 
and Day, 1975, _ 311 pp. $3: 95 paperback 
This book is not easy to read . .  It' s 
not easy to review, either, A� the 
subtitle implies, the victims of 
rape speak for themselves. Their 
stories are raw and powerful. No 
summary or analysis can. convey th�­
emo tional impact of the victims'1 
own words. 
My best be.t would be to tell you 
to go-read the book and.forget 
about this review. The only thing 
I can do is describe thi material, 
tell you how it is arranged, and 
hope that you take my word for it 
that the contents will blow you 
away . 
The Politics of Rape contains _ 
interviews with 23 rape victims and 
orte rapist: . �here are also three 
essays .�hat close the book: two 
relate rape to concepts of 
. ,,.,..._, · 
· But get this�-the P!ices on booze 
were exactly the-same for upstairs 
and downstairs. _,The crowd for the 
most part was voyeuristic middle 
�lass types with a large sprinkling 
of professiona} s· including one· 
geology professor/oil company 
consultant who was constantly. 
·propositioning �e with larger and larger offers. Thank God (literally) 
I ne�er had to get that .desperate 
but ·r 'm in total sympathy with those· 
who have. 
To the best of my knowledge, the 
only homosexual who ever came in 
was a teen-aged male prostitute 
who was the kindest human being I 
encountered the entire time I 
worked in that place. We ,had· a ;real 
rapport; and a�y time I was ever ln 
a bind (which was rather of,teri) - - · 
with t�e management, the performers 
· or customers, . he' would· do anything. 
'he could to help me, including 
putting.on a macho act like I �as 
his woman etc. and they better · 
keep their hands off me etc. etc. 
I've been married twice since then 
and no heterose�ual including �y 
husbands, boyfriends, oi father�ha� 
eveF shown such human concern . for 
my welfare as that kid did then. I· 
sure hope nothing ugly ever happened 
to·him .. As.forthe rest of the· 
male population of this planet-- , 
�ometimes·I could realiy care·less! 
Sometimes i member of the upstiars 
would get so sriookered they didn't 
Rape victjms 
) . 
masculinity and femininity, and one 
talks' about solutions-- "Female· Rage 
and Other Alternatives. " ' 
• The interviews are divided into 
four sections--those which 
illustrate points about the victims, 
those which dea;t with race and rape, 
those which center on the rapist, 
and those which relate rape to 
society in general. But this 
grouping does not limit· or diminish 
the power of the individual . interviews. 
Paradoxically, the interviews are 
both personal and general; each is . 
unique, yet they share .many feeliDgs and touch on many common truths.· 
For instance, the interview that 
explodes the "it could never happen 
to .me " notion also brings out how 
racial stereotypes get involved in 
a · rape situation. The Japanese 
woman who relates the incident says 
sh
.
e "never realiy understood how -
girls got raped. " After the rape, 
she is seen by the police as a 
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or �hoot the wounde� and save yourself or · Let men worry about ory tits ·for a change 
know up from dowjl. They.would 
wander or fall downstairs, pass 
out on a table or the floor and not 
be noticed 'til closing. Once a·. 
Vietnam.vet with a broken leg 
chanced down there and got a tad bit 
rowdy with me. For the first t�me, 
the Vietnam vet ex-marine captain 
who was being paid for'being a 
bounce� decided to �arn his wages. 
It �nded up in a fearsome argument 
� etween me and the ex-marine bouncer 
regarding the morality of the 
Viet Na� War and the draft system. 
It all came to a head later wh9n 
he tried to kill himself and-me.also 
by crashing his car. He'd £Otten 
the idea in his head (he was an 
alcoholic) that I was only hot 
for Black meri since I wasn't in 
interested �n going out w1th· him. 
I really don't know how.I talked . 
my way out of that one: that 
rush of adrenalin can-be v�ry 
inspiring. 
Now it's time for the gypsy to take 
a healing break· 
drift into a song of �adnes� 
drai� the heart poison 
suc'k the snake 
ladies do not anger 
ladies do not cry 
ladies _swallow hunger 
bite their tongue and die 
men have such sensible handkerchiefs 
leething a lady's tender griefs 
a trim elegant distinguished act 
�he lust for possession 
is a marriage contract . 
order, rules, _modeis of obsession 
a comfortably �urtured oppre3sion 
- when men sniff beauty and force 
both thriving in one flower 
tongues slither into roar 
do you want to live like a whore? 
as they've so delicately phrased 
we've nowhere �1se to go 
does anyone really love a lady? 
no. 
So my survival techniques worked 
pretty well until the. Christmas 
season with all its droll 
hypocrisy. By then I was so well 
Organized and on top of things, 
I salivated at the chance to party 
at Linda's work-study boss• . 
Ph�D. completion party. It was 
just around the corner in the 
basement of q fine sleaze honky tonk·­
Savory food, wit and the other 
refreshment were·ertjoyed by all. 
About midnight _Linda and I- decided 
to dart back. 
A jolly acting gent-decided it 
was necessa�y for him to escort us 
ladies back to our apt. _in order 
sp8ak out 
sweet, docile victim; the black . 
.I rapist is taken as crude. and' 
oversex·ed. .Had her assailant b,een 
a mi.ddle�c-lass white, the · police_ 
might not have responded as. 
- · 
sympathetically as they did. 
Diana Russeil introduces. each 
interview and makes some in�elligent 
and - efficient observations afterward. 
.Russell's keen mirid is: able to.· 
explore the relevant poli t1cal ·. · : 
'issues without over-.sh('.l,dowing. the· 
interviews·. She does not belabor: 
the obvious, nor ·does she ·strain to· . 
draw points from the women's· sto:n'ies· .
. 
R�ssell is particularly gQod at . 
making important· distin-ctions. 
. A 15ou t women who give· in to the. 
sexual demands of.their husbands and 
lovers, she comments: "Labeling 
them as masochists obscures the fact 
that many women's feelings of' 
worthlessness are socially induced� 
and saying that they get pleasur� 
out of some degree of domination 
is a way of sanctioning their 
_oppression." 
to "protect" us from sundry roaming 
weirdos. We thought he looked just 
like Santa Claus except for the 
brown eyes and toupee. Linda went 
to bed, but I was the perfect 
hastes�. yuk yuk puke. 
Two weeks later mo.rning sickness. 
If you enjoy smoking cigarettes, 
drinking coffee, eating pizza and . 
·· staying up late--forget it. ·Because 
you probably haven't got a polar 
bear's chance in an igloo of 
starving Eskimos of being able to 
do these things. You may nod out .it_­
�trange times of the day thou�h and 
wake up with a raging appetite for 
tom.atoes and cottage_ ch·eese.. Other times it's just· a rage· for an�thirig 
with potential digestible properties. 
I aid cartwheels, grasshoppers, 
jumping jacks, pushups, headstands, 
strenuous jogging, heavy lifting, 
and springing off high places. It 
all just .seemed to increase that 
disgusting health� glow. The only 
good thing I 
can remember 
is while all 
my friends 
were coming 
down with the 
flu, I :wasn't 
-bothered with 
it because 
Mother Nature 
- had strengthened 
all of my 
immunities. 
She got 
generous with 
those antibodies. 
About ,the only 
good thing I 
can recall 
about my first. 
husband. is. ·how 
kind and 
considerate 
he was to me 
during the 
whole ordeal. He must have blown 
his lifetime quot� of it during 
those two months. I �as frying 
pancakes for breakfast, trying not 
to let too ifiuch grease sp_latter o.n 
t]le shower s·tall which was next to · 
the gas stove .. In the .middle of 
serving up the pancakes, he pulled 
me down on his.lap, kisse'.i my ear � 
lobe and whispered the big 
q,uestion 'in my' ear. 
I was.so·grateful for a·ll he'd done 
for me that I can understand why I 
said yes, but I �till can't .· 
figure out why he ·asked me. 
·Youngsters, there's another .axiom 
hete: You can never.expec� to 
change a man by marrying or 
.living with him; but on the other 
hand, �ou can never co�nt on his 
Book review 
. \ 
The interviews themse],ves may at 
first seem.extreme or sensational. 
My initial reaction was tnat.they 
·had :been chosen because they .were 
. particularly shocking. But as the 
. accounts. pile up ·and the voices: of 
the women begin to gather force, it 
becomes. clear,_ that these stories are, �ot unusual: r�pe is a·  fact of life 
for w.omen; i.t occurs· often,· under . . 
many different circumstance:s. ' 
�s. one woman put .it' ''men 'do.n '.t . 
realize--and �lot-of women- too--, 
· that rape. is ·a . real thing; ·that· t t 
·happens, and there are situations ·in which people ·cart' t do· anything 
:;:i.bout i.t." · 
That realization is not an easy one 
.to come to,. especially for men. 
But the women who speak in The 
Politics of Rape will compel you to 
realize a lot about rape that you 
hadn't realized before. Ydu 'may 
not like what you read, but you'll 
believe it. • 
--Ferdydurke 
/ 
behavior rema_ining consistent 
· either. 
Getting the big test was fun, too. 
The doc. couldn't just simply tell 
me the results. No; he had to 
star-t ou't with, "Are you engaged?.", 
then, "Well, I hope you have a · 
steady boyfriend." Ano.ther helpful 
hint--never let a doctor find out 
your hometown if itis on the small 
side. Jhe A.M.A .. is a ve�y tight 
grou� and he is ·l�kely io know who 
you·r family doctor is on the basis of 
this information. This one knew 
mine. Although he was making such 
a big show of concern for my ' 
love life and family background,· 
this goon later prestribed the worst 
continued on next page 
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/ 
�corner of Monroe &. Center . . . 
....... M4M4� ............. .............. . 
Mondays 
Oroff 6eer . :JP;' 
Schnap,,os · 35::;'· · 
IV<ne-<nc� '°r2z<1 99! 
·TueGda. ys· ... ................... . 
M r'xe t/ clov/>les /)oot 
toC/rmunent - · 
Wedn�_s-da..ys 
. 
· · H<1tf-1rr'ce cfr<nks fo ltickes ., 
/ . exrnnples: <lreffs 30f 
te1vdfa svnn.<;e 6oi 
tom co(((ns bO/ 
Thursdays 
Poot fo(./rnr;me.nr . )70 entry lee. . 
pr<·2es �(,ff'a.rdecl 
·.Frid a-y s · .. � ........... ���� ... 
.Happy Hour· 5- 7 
Drafts
. 
30c · - . . . 
. Friday-Sunday 
· . ' · .  ' . . . . . '. 
. , 
:-: Live entertainment ·, 
· . . Rock: Country &. . . Country· Rock 
� .......... .. � ................. .. 
�Budweiter � .Olym_p·ia 
on tap 
Open ·rn 2 am. FrL &. Sat. 
 ·
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Confessions 
<?Ont_!_nued from preceding page 
kind of �irth control pill o� the 
market for.my friend and she almost 
lost her ovaries. 
Well, after getting out of there with 
the Calvinist sermonette on top of the 
bad news, 1 was the closest I've 
ever been to losing it in a fit of 
hysterics. Al, the pancake eater, 
picked me up- and let me sob for a 
while. Then he said that if I really 
didn't want it that bad that I could 
get an abortion. I was stunned. I 
had no idea how to go about trying 
to set up such a thing. _ 
The friend who later almost lost her 
ovaries, Gina, had bien tight with 
Al and his buddies since junior high 
and I was told her ex�boyfriend.who 
was in the slammer could set it all 
up through contacts he had in there.· 
Later I came to. realize that Gina's 
father, uncles and grandfather had 
had the dibs on what -or.ganized cr_ime 
there was in a certain small- mid­
western city since prohibitio� aays-­
so that might have been the more 
primary soµrce of the cont��t. 
· ,  Al- and
. 
I became friends �hi le enrolled 
in the same history class. The first 
time he stopped by to get �ome notes 
he'd missed happened -t� be the first 
day of the first-draft lottery. He 
stood - aghast staring at my newspape_r 
on .the floor. The vast headlines 
consisted solely of his own-
particular birth date. , We'd been 
going out and studylng together sinde 
then. Once after leaving the library, 
we stopped for a quick b�er and, Mr. 
toupee .came stumbling down th:e aisle. 
He stopped, patted me on the .top of 
my he�d and continued on down. 
Creepy spine -shudders wen·t up and 
down my.back, and let me' te-11 you it 
had no more to do with pl_easure than 
__ the electric chair.  
, 
Al picked up on it and I later found 
out had pretty much. gue�sed the other 
details of the situation. But _he 
never threw it up to me and continued 
to be kind and helpful until. after 
we were married. He even tried to 
make sure when I was getting upset 
worrying about what I 'd'hav_e to go 
through during the. aboi;:.tion, that I 
Awasn't having guilt p�ngs and really 
wanting to go through with the 
whole pregnancy. 
The first_ thing. I _ ·had- to qo concern­
�ng the arrangements was wait for a 
telephone call at 6:30 p.m. I 
realized _ I'd b�en taking that fine 
- invention way too much fqr granted. 
I t  to6k on a whole rrew dimension, 
b�coming the primary focus of the 
room. · I 'd bee·n told the _person 
calling would b� a prostitute. 
Actually sh� sounded like a house­
wife strung out on diet pilis .· . - . 
I 'd been expecting some tone (ff 
blase, worldly sophistication, and 
here I had Phyllis Diller rattling 
high ·gea� about all the housework 
she had to. do and all the li t'tle 
things that wthe wrong wiih;he'T--­
trailer appliances or that sh�­
suspected might _ go wrong at any 
\ -
moment. I was long since. convinced 
she had comple_tely lost _ track of her 
origi�l reason for phoning me when 
she seem�d �o inquire as a dull -
afterthought how far along I was. 
Jn the same bored monot�ne, she 
informed me of the hour to meet Iler 
· in a quad city H6liday Inn restaurant 
and that she wou-ld be wearing a pink 
carna-tion. 
As it turned out, she didn't wear the 
carnation but it wasn't needed. 
The heat generated from those 
bloodshot �yes �ould have evaporated 
t_he Panama Canal.- About· all I recall' 
fro� her sparkling conversation was 
that I could expect to die any . 
secon.d from _never having douched in 
my life, and she had a series �f baby 
noise jokes she must have considered· 
quite impressive as she kept repeating 
them every ten minutes. They all 
_- centered on different squeaks i-n her 
aging cadillac. 
The town's pop�lati6n was 300 and 
th� doctor's aparzment contained-a 
lot of-matble and not a single speck 
of dust. Tbe fi�st thing he did was 
·extend a small box toward her 
�weaty palm._,.,.�he -imme_dia'tely slid 
1 t open- and gazed upon the- green and 
white capsules with intense: 
admiration. 
Th� part of the prdcedure perf6rmed 
her� was relatively painless and 
simole� A n��row glass tube was 
inserted, which se�med to puncture 
something and a bunch of water 
flowed ' out. Then he removed the 
glass tube and replaced it with a 
rubber one on the inside attached 
by a long piece·of cloth to a 
rubber one on the outside. I was 
told not to remove this for �t 
least 48 hours. At the time I �as 
. thinking "There's-got.to be more 
to it than this." 
Th.ere was. 
24 hours later, after over tw� hours 
·of_ cl_utching, fa-llitig, and crawling ' 
my way from the_ bed to the telephone, 
I sat beside it- for 45 minutes i� a 
semi--=- fetal position too cramped up 
Hair talks 
-Dear Post, 
.I'm writing to support Amanda Zil­
ler!s article abotit body hair ih 
last month's Post. I've had 
untrammeled body hair for about 
nine years, and I have no regrets. 
I feel like going hairy is not 
only more _convenient' but is. a 
statemeht. It says that I think 
people who find women's bodies 
disgusting in their nat-µra,l state 
deserve to �e disgusted. It -says 
that I reject a concept of femi­
ninity that requires me to look 
as much like everyone else as 
possible. It says that I am 
willing to struggle against the 
weird feelings that bubble up 
inside me when r know my body hair 
is surprising the people around me 
(Eastland shopping center, the Eddy 
building elevator, dII East cock-
tail lounge, you know) . 
· 
My body hair also.labels me, how­
eyer broaqly, as the kind of 
person I want to be. It makes me 
think of the old Crosby Stills and 
Nash song "Almost Cut My Hair," 
which says, "_I feel __ like letting 
my freak flag fly . . . I- feel 
like I owe it to someone. " • 
. --P.C. -
Gynecologi s·t· 
�grungy -
·Dear Post,-
I had to write to say congratulations on your 
story: "Soap and water: A viable alternative tp 
mg_dical care." If you'll r_emember I wrote you 
a letter about Dr. Slotky1s '_'care" once. Thanks 
·for letting the public-know what an incompetent, 
d{shonest jerk he really is. Oh, you might be 
interested to know my problems with him were 
�resolved.• 
Sincerely, 
Kim Carr 
with pain t6 mdve my hand to dial · 
Gina's number. When I did, I ditln't ·'}lave·�- to ·say iinlch:._ amf-:it ··a'i'dn:-i•t ·t-�ke.- · - �- -
1 was much luckier than -Gina's 
friend the week before. The doctor 
_warned .tha_t __ y9q cai1' _ _  t 12-� _ _  m-ore. than 
three months' ·for his procedure to 
work iight. I was tw� �Qnths. 'her l.on:g to· get- over.-· I finally managed to 1�an -0n her and hobble 
to the bathroom in the hall. Some 
bloody, stuff passed -and the severe 
pain subsided: . .  _ . - -
_ I  remem��r being frozen immobile in 
an instant with: amazement, relief, 
and relaxation from the sudden 
absence of the pain. Then Gina �aid 
she'd help me to the' shower to 
clean myself up· and I noticed there. 
was blood all over my leg� and �eet. 
_ I was makin� a trail of blood to the 
shower, but I. didn't care. �was 
more interested in the high ceiling 
because I kept feeling I was going 
to floa� up to it. 
There was more blood in the shower 
and the next thing I remember was 
waking up in my bed with Al, Gina 
and her boyfrien_d standing arol!nd it 
looking at me. Rowena kitty-was 
sleeping on my sto�ach. 
· 
-Gina Is ·other friend lied and was 
actually over five �onths. 
After.wards she went· to that same 
doctor who'd been so co:ncerned about 
my wedding plans. He gave her a 
shot that entirely stopped the 
induced miscarriage. After twp 
months of cairying dead stuff around 
inside her, she ended_up-in an 
ambulance with -infection- and blood 
po_isoning. At least th-e hospital 
didn't make-her get a funeral and 
tomhs·tone after she J;ecovered. Some 
hospitals do. - -
The fee for this whole experience 
was $600.00. Foitunately I'd.· 
taken out a national defense loan 
th'e year befo_re_ since my pai:__ents 
had threatened to disown me for 
my �nti-war activities. • 
Sweet Gypsy Rose. 
---�· --=-=� ........... �=-=-=-=======�========== ==�============================= 
· -
· Pot smokers 
unite! 
Dear Post, 
I read about the Springfield Smoke-In in the 
Bloomington-Normal Post Amerikan.­
Unfortunately, I was too late to attend. This 
is the sort of thing I've been praying for. 
Smokers Unite! ! It's time smokers got it 
togeth.er to do something to work towards the 
Liberation of Marijuana! 
My info involving this particular gathering of 
All American High People, the first one to my 
knowledge, is limited to the notice in the Post­
Amerikan. This being the case, I, personally, 
would be most grateful, and I imagine there 
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are other paranoid closet-smokers who would 
be just as appreciative, if you could do a 
write-up on the smoke-in, just to let us 
non-participants know what kind of good things 
went down. 
Sitting in my closet, as it were, I've buzzed 
heavily into several common-sense aspects of 
pot legalization. One of which is the economic, 
(or business, if you prefer) side of it all. 
Mostly the jobs pot processing would create, 
the lower cost of your highs, and the millions 
of dollars that could be used to bolster the 
country's economy. 
Well, I'll sign off now. I hope you'll 
understand my paranoia in riot using my 
name, but I have no desire whatsoever to 
leave myself open of the MEG scums.• 
Sincerely, 
The Masked Pervert! 
PostNote: We do indeed have an art�cle on 
the Springfield Smoke-In. See page 10. 
Slotlcy: Too uptight to change 
Last issue's "�oap and Water: A Viable · 
Alternative" prompted me to write this letter do if I was doing it wrong. ( I  was just-your- eight months went by when I didn't need it. 
about a misadventure I had with the esteemed basic somewhat-out-of-touch-with-my-body I started using it again in the fall of 1974. My 
Dr. Slotky several years ago_. college 
'sophomore female.) diaphragm was in good shape, and I was a 
In the winter of 1973, when slick Slotky was the 
new boy in town, I went to him to get a 
diaphragm. Right off I was somewhat wary of 
him because of his cool, you might even say 
snotty, manner, but I was intimidated and didn't 
have the good sense to follow up on my gut-level 
feeling. 
After he fitted me for the diaphragm, he told 
me to go home and practice inserting it and · 
then come back with it in the next week so he 
could make sure I had the placement right. 
Well, this sounded roundabout and 
unnecessarily time- and money-consuming for 
me. I told him I would rather practice with 
him there so he could tell me exactly what to 
Slotky acted uptight and refused. I should 
have told him to go to hell. 
Instead I went home and practiced. 
I came back to his office with it in and sure 
enough, I had it wrong. He told me to go 
home and practice. I told him I wanted to do 
it there. He told me no. 
I went home and practiued. 
I came back and I had it right. I paid him 
more money. 
I went home and used the diaphragm 
successfully for a couple of months. Then 
conscientious, even paranoid user. I used 
oodles of sperm-killing gunk on the diaphragm. 
My diaphragm didn't need to be re-checked 
for fit for another couple months yet. 
But I was apparently inserting it wrong (or it 
had been irlcorrectly fitted in the first place, 
or both), and I got pregnant. 
I went to Peoria and paid $175 for an abortion. 
Luckily, the abortion was, for me, not 
emotionally costly as well. 
I am not disavowing my responsibility for 
what happened. 
But Slotky was a rigi1 creep--an expensive, 
rigid creep .. • 
· 
--SFN 
No oldies here, says trailer court 
have not yet begun; (3) Continue 
living in the mobile home (most courts 
do not allow the owner to rent it out 
.to anyone other than a relative); (4) 
Dear Post, 
Unjust behavior is not always illegal, 
as we all know. However, I would like 
to relate my experience with an 
unfair, if not feudalistic, busirtess 
practice which potentially affects 
others who now or in the future may 
depend on mobile home housing. 
The mobile home court, in which I 
resided peacefully and faithfully paid 
lot rent for the past few years, 
decreed a rule in January that a 
mobile home older than 1970 which is 
to be sold, cannot remain in the court 
after it is sold. This rule applies 
regardless of the condition of the 
mobile home or of any other factors. 
{Similarly, many courts will not now 
accept a mobile home older than a 
certain age.) At the time the rule 
was initiated, the residents of the 
court were not informed of it. 
I recently decided to sell my mobile 
home (a 1966 model, in excellent 
condition and more solidly c-onstructed 
than many newer models) in order to 
Free Speaker 
William Craven 
coordinator of Illinois & Midwest 
NORML organizations, will speak at 
move out of state to pursue graduate 
studies. I,learned of this 
unannounced rule when I found a buyer 
who was informed by the court 
management that the mobile home would 
have to be moved if he purchased it 
(fortunately, the sale transaction 
had not been completed). 
My inquiry at the Attorney General's 
office in Springfield regarding the 
legality of the rule, revealed that 
such practices are not illegal (if 
uniformly applied to everyone in a 
court), but merely unfair. 
This situation leaves the owner who 
wishes to sell his/her "older" mobile 
home with these alternatives: (1) 
move the mobile home to another court 
which has not instigated such rules, 
and then sell it. This is impossible 
in the Bloomington-Normal area because 
there are no available lots (or were 
none at the time of my inquiries); (2) 
Sell the mobile home to a used mobile 
home dealer who will pay one-half of 
the retail value for it and sell it 
in another area where such practices 
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Move and take the mobile home along; 
(5) Junk it. 
• 
At a cost of several hundred dollars, 
I decided to have my mobile home 
transported with me to Michigan. 
Through the efforts of a state mobile 
home commission here, a state· law will 
take effect next year that will 
prohibit discrimination against a 
mobile home solely on the basis of its 
age (but not of its overall condition). 
All phases of the mobile home business 
(construction, sales, transporting) 
undoubtedly stand to benefit from 
rules discriminating against "older" 
mobile homes. But at whose expense? 
Economic victimization of hard-working 
people who can leas+, afford it is 
disturbing. The ba:1ic as3umption o·f 
the rule discussed here is that newer 
is always bet"ter! The broader 
implications of this value are equally 
disturbing. • 
A. Rose Schilt 
Benefit Concert /eaturinq 
the Cadillac Cowboqs 
9:30 pm 
7:30 pm in /SU Union's 
Old Main room 
L�q-Z-J Saloon 
1401 W. Market 
Both events Mondaq, October 23 COME DOWN AND PARTY FOR A GOOD CAUSE 
1 
Don't Rake Your Leaves! 
I asked all the lean, mean, learned 
attorneys, who in unison asked General 
Sherman (the largest redwood tree on 
earth), ''When does the title of a leaf 
from a tree pass to a human being?" 
"Never 1" was the response. 
Leaves and needles are produced ''by 
the tree" (to annually refertilize its 
depleted soil area), "of the tree" (for 
people and animals to enjoy its cooling, 
soothing shade), and solely "for the 
perpetual existence of that tree." 
I 
So, if one rakes the leaves,)�"' . one 
rapes and robs and subtraf.Ps from the 
trees' soil replenishme� cycle. The 
cycle reestablishes tb4f"iife-giving 
nutrients that percol e thru the soil to 
the trees' feeder ro ·) s. 
Water percolates thr coffee grounds 
and gives you a refres · g drink. The 
same effect happens wh ain and snow 
wash and saturate and dee e the 
leaves into the humus layer 
around the base and drip-line of t 
tree. The health of the tree above the 
ground is determined primarily by the 
roots below the ground. 
McLean County is considered one of the 
richest soil areas of the world, but what 
effects will the chemical, synthetic, 
production-oriented methods have? For 
centuries the soil has relied on the 
organic use of elements, including 
leaves, which are part of a perfected, 
evolved cycle. 
If yoµ want your children and grand­
children to see your trees1 leave the 
leave� for the trees, The trees depend ,, 
:��:t� 0, ��:�!;:•:· ''; 
spring. \ ,, 
. .  \',; :¥,-: 
Disturbing n 
by raking leav 
as taking off you 
the snow and expect 
cold. 
Imagine you without your daily coffee­
supplied caffeine, or without your daily 
intake of vitamins, minerals, and. 
protein from food. Imagine the tree 
deprived of its life-giving nutrients and 
leaves for ten times ten times twenty 
years. 
Now imagine if the elms hadn't been 
weakened by leaf substraction and had 
been strong and healthy enough to 
overcome the rigors of the beetle which 
infested their bark. Imagine walking 
do wn a street canopied by antique elm 
trees, Which should have lived 
indefinitely on this continent. 
Isn't it beatttiful? 
so�,.,il yotiIT'ke trees, leave the leaves, 
and' to'help the tree live a long life, 
p!Eice' t.h�,. leaves from the street around 
the drlp.::.line of the tree. (The roots 
"'. llilder the streets and sidewalks get 
zero penetration, percolation, or 
absorption of leaf "coffee. " )  Then, 
look forward to a healthier, happier 
· community of trees. 
wp.at's a Blooming Grove with only 
concrete? 
looks ·like a 
community. 
sleepy, 
look. again. 
If you listen to the city fathers, the Pantagraph, the 
c i v·i c boosters and the phony speechmakers, you 
would think w� lived in a l930's Hollywood set. But 
let's look b e h i n d  the scenes. Each month since 
April 1972, the Post-Amerikan h a s  b e e n  denting 
that serene facade, printing the embarrassing truths 
the city fathers would rather overlook. Take an­
o t h e r  look at Bloomington-Normal. Subscribe to 
the Post-Amerikan. 
For the next 12 monthly issues, send $3. 00 to Post­
Amerikan, P.O. Box 3452, Bloomington, IL. 61701. 
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